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INTRODUCTION 

General 

Heavy construction, chemical advancements in the area 

of herbicides, all modes of transportation, nativ·e 

vegetation, politics, law, and even the spread of western 

civilization itself are but a :few o:f the factors that 

contribute to the shaping of that part of our l.andsca.pe 

known as the roadside. 1.rhis ubiquitous and dynamic element 

of our environment has always been growing and changing and 

probably will. continue to do so as long as man is on earth. 

Since in all likelihood roadsides are going to persist, it 

seems reasonable tha·t everyone should have some interest in 

them. Pedestrians, motorists, bicyclists, artists, etc., 

all use, understand, and appreciate some aspect of the 

roadside•s ecology. 

No other vegetation type (i. e. roadsides) in the world 

exists that is more used, abused, modified, or altex:·ed by 

man. Yet in actuality little is known about the ecology of 

the roadside as a whole in this country, especially when 

compared to Great Britian (Salisbury, 1961; ·Mabey, 1974). 

'!'his seems especially peculiar when considering the use of 

roads and cars in the United States, coupled with recent 

1 
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arousal for concern and understanding of the environment. 

The roadside can be a well.-uianaged, safe, and positively 

aesthetic asset· to the environment or it can be a hazard to 

everyone. Many groups, such as state highway departments, 

extension agencies, private contractors, horticulturalists, 

and wildlife managers, to name a few, are working to ensure 

the former. Understanding and knowing more about the 

biology of roadside plants can only help further this cause. 

The roadside offers an opportunity, too long neglected, 

to study a unique vegetation type. Roadsides are neither 

cultivated fields nor pastures where constant and more 

drastic perturbations of man take place, nor are they 

successional old fieids engaged in a march to climax forest. 

Some view them as merely edges or incidentals to their 

adjacent v-egetation or community type. But they are in 

their own right a unique vegetation type, maintained 

predominently by man rather than nature by a constant and 

consistant force that attempts to maintain a certain species 

composi.ti.on and community structure. 

This study attempts to ad.ii to the general. knowledge 

about roadside floristics and pl.ant ecology, particularly 

to the area of southwestern Virginia. Specilically, an 

examination of the floristic elements and their habitats is 

performed. Determinations are then made as to mechanisms of 

dispersal, growth habit, distributional status, or.ig.in, anO. 
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spread for the plant species encountered. 

were accomplished by field observations 

These objectives 

and collecti.ons 

within the study area, exa111ination of herbarium. spec.imens 

and seed collections, and a review of literature in the 

fields of taxonomy, ecology, and natural history. 

Additional background on the status of :roadsides was 

obtained by letters and interviews with highway revegetation 

contractors and Virginia Department of Highway's 

environmental and engineering personnel. 

Definition of the Vegetation 

Th.e unique nature and ecology of the plants considered 

offer an imrued.iate problem: What shall they he called? 

Weed is a term used for the last 1100 yea.rs, with its 

origins as far back as ancient Egypt (King, 1966). 

Generally and benignly stated it is a plant unintentionally 

grown by man (Anderson, 1939) • Other definitions exist and 

all seem to have very negative and undesirable connotations; 

they work against man 1 s efforts to modify the environment. 

King (1966) and Baker (1965) hav·e made lists of certain 

characteristics they believe weedy plants have in common. 

Characteristics such as wild rank growth., high reproductive 

capacities, competitiveness, a great amount of phenotypic 
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variation, efficient dispersal, plasticity, and resistance 

to control are the most common attributes weeds seem to 

share. Many of the plants that grow on the roadside have 

these characteristics, but there are a great many that do 

not. 

Ruderals, a term which best descri.bes roadside 

vegetation refers to 1 ' weedy and commonly introduced 

plants growing where the natural vegetation cover has been 

interrupted, especially a weed other than grass growing 

where the vegetation has been disturbed by man... plants of 

roadsides and old fields ••• '• (Merriam, 1971) • Similarly 

the ruderal habitat is defi.ned as • '.... a. sustained 

disturbance but with no intentional substitution. of 

vegetation where pioneer conditions are created and 

maintai.ned indefinitely• 1 (Hamel and Dansereau, 1957). This 

definition comes close to describing roadsi.de vegetation, 

but falls short on two counts. 

First, on modern highways in the United States aft.er 

the roads are cut, authorities attempt to revegetate the 

roadsides, usually with monocultures of Festuc~ elatior, a 

European grass, or exotic legumes such as Lathyrus 1~!ifolia 

and coronil!s_ Jta}:'i~. Other commonly pl.anted grasses are 

!!.S£t:ylis g!omerata and !'.2.S. spp. When this situation exists, 

which is not a pioneer condition, invading species are 

nothing more than weeds to the plant architects working for 
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the highway department. 

invading species are 

Species 

not the 

used for revegetation and 

only members of roadside 

communities. A fair representation of the natural native 

vegetation cover may also be 

particularly apparent where 

present. 

original 

roaa caused an incomplete disturbance, 

maintenence is minimal or lacking. 

Native elefilents are 

construction of the 

or where highway 

Second, the conditions of the roadside will probably 

not be maintained indefinitel.y. Roadsides of today are 

quite different from those of fifty years ago and it is 

probably fair to say they will be different fifty years fron1 

now. These are dynamic systems. Certai.nly, standards of 

highway maintenance are i.n eff:ect now that make roadsides 

look the way they do, but no doubt a change will come. 

Ruderal vegetation is g uite c01nplex from th.e standpoint 

of politics, agriculture, ecology and taxonomy. 

Politically, ruderals often pose a threat of being harmful.. 

Many species are considered noxious and are eradicated or 

prohibited. This group broadly overlaps with the concerns 

of persons in agriculture. Taxonomists are overwhelmed by 

the constantly changing geographic ranges of these species. 

Classification for such a problem-ridden group of plants 

becomes a necessity. 

Only a simple classification system is needed for 

agr icul.tur:alists and highway departll1ents. To kn.ow whether 
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the plant is a grass, broadleaf herb, woody species, annual 

or perennial is usually sufficient to determine the proper 

control. measures (Anderson, 1977). This is a result of 

herbicide specificity to such general groups. 

Ecologically, the vegetation is difficult to describe 

in a successional sense. It is quite easy to look at the 

roadsides in this study and view them. as early seres in old 

field succession. However, in this case the stage is frozen 

successiona.11.y through the maintenance activities of man. 

There is stability here but certainly not a climax. For 

this condition 

climax is best 

the term 11 relative stability• 1 

used (Niering, 1974) • It 

instead <>f 

should be 

remembered also that these road.sides are dynamic systems 

with respect to species turnover but, because' of their 

disturbance regime, they do not exhibit normal successional 

sequences.. Similarly, Niering ( 1974) has proposed the term 

'•vegetation development .. in lieu of succession. Although 

these new terms may not pre-empt their counterparts in 

general use, they do seem more a<lequate in th.is instance .. 

In a taxonomic sense ruderal plants have typically been 

problems for identification because of variable phenotypic 

characters as well as often being members or more dilficult 

families or genera. Ranges of such plants are i.n such a 

state of flux that determining proper distributional 

information becomes almost impossible. Once identified 
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there is little problem finding the species• proper place 

among any one 

systems. But 

of many accepted taxonomic 

what cons·idera tions uo 
classification 

taxonomic and 

agricultural systems give to such factors concerning 

ruderals as place of origin, association with man•s 

activities, and nature of areas invaded by such plants? 

None, but such groups of plants have been noted and 

classification systems for them have been attempted. 

As early as the latter part of the nineteenth century, 

European railroad yards were investigated in this regard .• 

Adventive plants, those ephemeral plants of exotic origin, 

were listed as far back as 1895 (Lehmann, 16 95) • In the 

United States alien plants introduced in ships• ballast have 

been recorded in several port cities since the 1860's 

(Smith, 1867; Brown, 1878). Classification systems for such 

ruderals and adventives began to appear as early as the mid-

nineteenth century (Watson, 1847). They were primari.ly the 

work of Europeans around the turn of the century. Systems 

periodically appeared and disappeared mainly because of 

cumbersoJrte t.erminology and the ambiguous nature of the 

classes (Muhlenbach, 1979) • The system of Naegeli and 

i'hell.ung (1905) was fairly well adopted and. stands today as 

the best cl.assi:ficati.on s1steru for ruderal plants. 

'I'his system is also cumbersome and without practical 

use because of its overburdened terminology, but it remains 
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the best comprehensive systeJll. More recent systems and 

terms hav·e appeared, e.g. Anderson's (1939) pex:egr.in.ators 

and Rikli•s (1904) rubric, (both refering to wandering 

plants which follow activities of man) but they are 

genera.lly simplistic or developed to cover single cases. 

The best way to describe ruderal species to a degree that 

will be useful and meani.ngf ul i.s to have the species 

examined individually and described with an ecosystema ti.c 

view considering origins, spread, habitats, lire strategies, 

life histories, and any other pertinent points involved with 

the species• 

attempts have 

relationships to 

been made to do 

better studies are needed. 

their environments. Few 

this in the past; .m.ore and 

Roadside Anatomy 

The structure, function, and use of roads have changed 

drasticall.y over the recent past. A half century ago two 

muddy tread paths across the countryside or through the 

forest was the rule for a country back road, not a two lane 

macadum swath with gravel. shoul.ders cutting through small. 

but steep hills to eliminate the most severe part of a rough 

ride. 

The interstate and many state primary highways are 
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constructed with a 24 foot wide pavement in each di.rection 

on top of a 12 to 16 inch base of gravel. Added to this 

width are four shoulders of tar and gravel, two drainage 

ditches, and vegetation (Figs. 1 - 3). Th.e total riqht of 

way can cover a width of 210 feet of complete man-made 

disturbance. This works out to twenty-six acres per mile; 

Qu'ite a bit larger than overall estimates of one acre per 

mile for the av·erage counti::y road (Perring, 1971) • Even 

secondary roads with a 110 foot right of way cover fourteen 

acres per mile. Of this vast area about 30 - 50% is 

uninhabitable by plants because it is paved. 

A great variety of roads exists today. Such a variety 

exists because of the multipl.e uses of roads in our countrj. 

The point here is that the varied modes of motorized 

transportation have specific road types to accomodate them, 

thus preempting other non-motorized modes of transportation. 

This has had a profound impact on the roadside community. 

Walkers, bicycles, horses, and horse-drawn vehicles no 

longer have an influence on the roadsides, save the 

occasional urban necessity of a sidewalk or bike path. When 

the country was not so commi.tted to the automobi1e, roads 

were avenues for many types of transportation. This change 

has had profound effects on the gross physiognomy as well as 

floristics of the roadside. 

one such change that has occurred is in zonation of 
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roadsides. This is the phenomenon of zones running parallel 

to the road. Bates (1935, 1937, 1938) and Davies (1938) 

recognized four such zones. Each zone corresponds to a mean 

height of vegetation, the height of each zone being 

inv·ersely proportional to the amount of treading. The 

effects of treading seem· negligible beyond eight feet of the 

road's edge. zones are also characterized by certain 

dominant species, those species more adapted to treading 

being more dominant as one gets closer to the road. The 

species found in each zone are as familiar to the roadsides 

of today as they were in the thirties but gradual zonation 

is a feature of the past. This is due not only to the fact 

that treading is reduced but also to modern maintenance 

procedures. 

Today zonation exists but it is much simplified (Figs. 

1 - 3). zone A (the approach) is of variabl.e width to 15 

feet. Vegetation height is determined by how frequ.entl.y it 

is mowed. In this zone species adapted to treading are 

usuall.y restricted to irregul.ar intervals along the extreme 

edqe adjacent to or encroaching the pavement. 

in this zone does occur and. is provided 

Some treading 

by mowing and 

spraying machines which make scheduled passes up to three 

times per year. In addition, motorists may occasionally 

pull off the road. Species adapted to treading such as 

folygonum aviculare, PlantagQ. spp., and ,Irifolig spp. are 



found in zone A, 

vegetation. 

13 

but not within a consistant hand of 

The A zone is the most highly maintained zone and is of 

prime importance to the motorist. It is consistantly devoid 

of woody species, and broadleaf herbs are kept to a mini.mum 

with the use of herbicides (Bolt, 1980). other species that 

exist l.n th.is zone are grasses planted by revegetation . 

crews, contaminants in seed, and naturally invading plants. 

Those naturally invading· and persisting plants must have 

adaptations to the mowing and spraying to allow for 

invasion. Rhizomatous and stoloniferous plants do so by 

having low or below ground parts which resist m.ow·ing (eg. 

Asclepia:S spp. and Potentil.1a spp.).. Early flowering or 

rapidly f1owering plants can complete their li:fe cycles 

before mowing and spraying operations begin in spring (many 

of the Brassicaceae) • Ruderal species may exhibit 

miniaturization (Salisbury, 1962). This phenomenon al1ows 

plants to flower and set seed at abnormally low heights, 

well below the level. of a highway mower. Ml.niaturization is 

commoniy seen in lawn weeds but I have also observed it 

during th.is study in much larger plants such as i~agopogoJ! 

dubius, v·erbascum blattaria, and Daucus ca.rota. 

The area of zone B (the slope) is only occasionally 

maintained by thinning when vegetation becomes too dense. 

The types of species that occur here are generally those 
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found in old fields. Older roadsides will tend to have more 

woody species in this zone. Often, ornamental trees are 

plallted here. Therefore, many exotics and non-native 

species exist here we11 outside their normal :ranges (eg. 

ttagnolia grandiflora, Taxodium 9:i,stichum, Ulmus ,Eymila). 

Disturbance Factors 

Treadipg - As mentioned above treading as a distu.rbance 

on toda:y-•s hig·hways is minimal.. on interstate highways all 

but motorized traffic i.s proh.ibited, so treading by man and 

anintals is non-existent. The only sigrdficant treading th.at 

exists is caused by maintenance equipment or occasionai 

stranded or wrecked vehicles. 

:>E!'aYing Regular spraying takes place only on 

interstate highways and some four-lane divided printary 

highways. Generally- only the first 8 - 12 feet of road.sides 

are sprayed. This operation takes pl.ace one time per year 

and is specificall.y done to keep woody species from growing 

too close to the road. Herbicides used are MH 30 and EMBARK 

(maliec hydrozide, 1,2-dib.ydro-3,6- pyridazinedione) and 

2-4D (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) • These chemical.s are 

auxi.n-like inhibitors specific to broadleaf pl.ants. This 

type of herbi.cide tends to simplify a community by reducing 
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the number of species, with a possible. increase in the 

number of grass species. Non-specific herbicides can cause 

an increase in species complexity of broadleat: plants 

(Tomkins, 1977). These b.erbicides are avoided for hig·hway 

use except for spot eradications. Normally, secondary 

highways are not sprayed except for local eradication of 

noxious w·eeds. Interstates are not sprayed on very steep 

slopes or on slopes where there is a great deal of rock 

outcropping • 

Blading Actual scraping of the soil surface can take 

pl.ace in three ways. :First, snow plowing can be done to 

excess; but this is only occasional and sporadic. Second, 

ditching operations usually performed on secondary roads 

clear out all vegetation an i.nch or two below the soi1 

surface. Since this operation is done every second or third 

year in designated areas, the plants that persist are annual 

and perennia1 herbs with deep I:'hizomes. Third, blading 

proper involves the scraping of road shoulders to remove and 

prevent e11croach1nent by vegetation. 

~owi.!!9: Nowing operations are generally conducted 

twice yearl.y on all interstates and primary highways in late 

spring and late summer. Mowing on secondary roads if 

performed takes place once a year. Th.e average height of 

the vegetation after cutti.ng l.s three to six inches. The 

main purpose for 111.owing is to i ucrease driver v isi.Lil.i ty and 
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prevent the growth of woody plants near the road. Effort is 

being made to re vegetate approach.es with short grasses that 

have dense fiberous root systems {~ spp.) 

amount of mowing required. 

to reduce the 



METHODS 

The thirty-two roadside sites examined in this study 

occur within seven southwestern Virginia counties: Giles, 

Montgomery, Roanoke, Botetourt, Rockbridge, Augusta, and 

Rockingham. These counties are in the mountain province ot. 

Virginia. Th.is region is oriented southwest to northeast 

parallel.ing the Blue Ridge Mountains to the east with the 

A.llegheny Mountains to the west. The valley in between is 

served by two major highways, 

s. Primary Highway 11. 

Interstate Highway 81 and. u. 

Interstate 81 (I-81) is relatively new, w.ith its oldest 

sections being completed 15 years ago, whi.le its la.test 

completed sections are six years old. It is the major 

artery for truck and automobile traffic through the area. 

It is a four lane divided fully controlled (limited access) 

highway. Six sites are located on this road 

(13,14,16,23,25,32, on Fi9.4). 

u. s. Primary Highway 11 (U. s. 11) is a shadow to 

1-81. U. S. 11 was the former mainline for tra:ffic through 

the val.ley before I-81 was built. It still carries much of 

the commuter traffic in the area and some trucking. Besides 

local automobile traffic u. s. 11 frequently carries farm 

vehicles in rural areas. Travel along the present u. s. 11 

17 
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Map of Roadside 
Vegetation Site Locations 

Site 
County Borders 
u. S. Interstate 
u. s. Route 11 
u. s. Route 460 

• --81- -
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Rockbridge ---" 

Giles 

Fig. 4. Map of 32 roadside vegetation site locations 
in seven counties of Southwestern Virginia. 
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can be traced. back to pre-civ·il war times. Today it. is a 

two to four lane highway, occasionally divided. Since 

I-8'I1s construction so much of the traffic has been drawn 

off U. S. 11 that in some areas along· its length maintenance 

has been reduced to the point that encroachment of ruderals 

has comp1ete.ly overtaken som.e shoul.der areas. Th.is is an 

unusual case but points to the dynamic ana changing state of 

the communities. It also may prove to be an unavoidable 

trend in our highway system. Nine sites are located along 

this road (3,4,6,10,15,19,21,22,26, on Fig.4). 

Both of these major highways traverse the countryside 

through primarily agricultural lands with occasional 

forested areas. Jig·ricultural 

pasture or in grain production. 

lands are predominantly 

A significant part of t.he 

surrounding vegetation consists of abandoned tiel.ds at 

various stages of succession. 

u. s. Primary High.way 460 (O. s. 460) is an east-west 

running highway. Three sites are located on this road where 

it runs through. western Montgomery and Giles counties 

(11,17,18, on. Fig. 4). 

The remaining sites are located on state secondary 

higbways in residential., agricul.tural and forested areas. 

All site locations can be seen on the study area Illap (Fig. 

4). 

Site selection was designed to sample over a wide range 
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of environmental 

criteria:. 1) 

conditions while meeting 

vegetation is relativel.y 

the following · 

unit orill and. 

homogeneous, i.e. with.out rock outcroppings or vegetational. 

intrusions; 2) typical maintenance regime :for the particul.ar 

roadtype (see Introduction for explanation); 3) typical A, B 

zonation {see Introducti.on for explanation) ; 4) sample only 

on paved state primary, secondary, 

and 5) segments of road adjacent 

straight and flat. 

or interstate high1t1ays; 

to the sites are nearl.y 

Species determinations were made using llitchcock and 

Chase 195Q, Strausbaugh and Chore 1978, Radford et al. 

1968. Nomenclature follows Radford et al., (1968). 

Sequencing is done alphabetically by family, genus, and 

species. 

Sites were chosen and first collected in spring and 

summer of 1977. During this time 45 sites were marked and 

collections were 111ade to learn the local weed i:lora.. 

During the growing season of 1978 (March - October) 32 

sites were sampled and collected 

present at each site. Thirteen 

to determine the species 

of the original 45 sites 

were either destroyed, failed to meet all of the earlier 

mentioned cri.teria, or proved impractical to sample. Each 

site was sampled at least three times throughout the g-rowing 

season. A modified nested plot releve• technigue was used 

to sample the sites (Muell.er-Dombois and Ellenberg, 1974) • 
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A singl.e one-m.eter transect was laid perpendicular to the 

road and sampled; then the left adjacent transect of two 

meters was sampled. sampling continued by successive width 

doubling of the next left adjacent transec,"t until encounters 

of new species for that transect were diminished to the 

point where three or fewer new species were encountered. 

Each species at every site was assigned a zone presence 

(A,B, or both based on what zone the species was :found :in) 

and a v·alue for cover using the Braun-Blanquet Cover 

Abundance Scale (Mueller-Domboi.s and Ellenburg, 1974) • This 

information was later used for zone preference and abundance 

information found in the species descriptions of the 

checklist. 

Site environmental parameters measured or noted were 

exposure, slope, e1evation, surroundings, and 

roadtype/maintenance regime. Each site was also assigned to 

one of four exposure classes corresponding to th.e nearest of 

the four cardinal compass poi.nts (north, south, east, west) • 

The slope of the B zone, excluding horizontal areas, 

was measured with the use of a string para.lleling the site's 

slope and a plumb-bob. Sl.opes were reco:r:ded to t.he nearest 

2.5 degrees. Each site was then assigned to a slope class: 

flat (0-10 degrees), moderate (10-30 degrees), or steep 

(greater than 30 degrees) • 

surroundings classes were determined to be e1ther open 
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or forested. Open sites were those with adjacent I.ands 

being pasture, cultivated, residential, or old field. 

Forested sites were those sites surrounded by forest. 

Eoadtype/maintenance classes were assigned as primary, 

secondary, or interstate highway. The appropriate 

maintenance and description of these roadtype classes has 

been discussed in detail in the .introduction. 

Eleva.tions were determined from U. s. Geol.ogj_cal survey 

topographic maps. Classes for this factor were: low {less 

than 2,000 feet) and high (greater than 2 ,000 feet) • 1'hese 

classes were chosen because of a large gap in the elevations 

of the sites around 2000 feet. 

Specimens collected were identified and examined at the 

Herbarium at VPI & SU. Dispersal type was determined for 

each species following a modi:fi.ed Dansereau and Lems ( 1957) 

classification system. The only modification was the 

reduction of: the sclerochore c.iass to microsclerochore 

because o:f the absence of any d.ia.spores in the upper weight 

limits of the sclerochore class. Life form was determined 

for each species following Ra u~1kiaer • s 1.ife form spectrum 

(Raunkiaer, 1934). Geographic origin of each species was 

also determined (see Floristic section for expl.anations of 

nativ it:y and dispersal types) • 

Each species record i.ncluding its life form, dispersal 

type, and geographic origin, was subjected to the frequency 
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procedure of SAS {Sta tistica.l Analysis System) (Barr et al.., 

1976) • This prov·ided overall frequencies for speci.es, life 

form, dispersal type, and geographic origin among all sites. 

A second frequency procedure was done on all species data 

points, combined with life form and dispersal type, by 

individual site. From this second frequency procedure, 

proportions (percentages) and absolute numbers of each 

dispersal type and life :form by site were provided. 

These by-site proportions (relative numbers) and 

absolute numbers of dispersal types were subjected to 

analysis of variance tests, llNOVA, and multivariate analysis 

of variance tests, MANOVA (Sokal and Rohlf, 1969; Kramer, 

1972) • Independent variables for these tests were the f iv'e 

environmental factors :measured: roadtype, slope, exposure, 

elevation, and surroundings. Dependent variables were the 

nine dispersal types. Ten MANOVA tests were performed, one 

for each dependent variable by proportion and absolute 

number. Ninety ANOVA tests were done, one for each 

dispersal type considered under each of the five 

environmentai factors for relative and absolute numbers. 

ANOVA and MANOVA tests were done by SAS under the GLM 

(General Linear Model) procedure. The f' and Hotelling• s T 

statistic with an :r .. approximation were used to cal.cu.late the 

P>F values for the ANOVA and MAROVA tests respectively. 

If si.gnificance was found in any ot these AlWVA tests 
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(with a1pha=.05) a modified Duncan's procedure for unec1ual. 

sample size was carried out to determine which of the 

independent variable classes was responsible for the 

significance (Kraruer, 1956) • 

The same .8.NOVA and 11.ANOVA procedures were carried out 

for life forms. :F'ifty A)JOVA tests were done, one for each 

of the five lif'e forms (dependent variables) under the five 

environmental factors (independent v·ariables) for both 

relative and absolute numbers. Ten MA.NOVA tests were 

carried out one for each independer1t variable tor both 

rel.ative and absolute numbers. Duncan's procedures were 

carried out when si9nif icance was found in the same manner 

as mentioned for dispersal type. · 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

:Floris tics 

Those vascular plants found at the 32 roadside sites in 

the study area include 274 species, 182 genera, and 57 

fami.lies. No state or county distributional. records were 

recorded. All speci.es are represented by v·oucher specimens 

in the herbarium of VPI & SU. Even though these species are 

adequatel.y described in fl.oras of adjacent states it i.s 

hoped that this exafilination will add to the ecological and 

biological. understanding of the species. 

The format of each species description in the checkl.ist 

is as follows: 1) scientific name, 2) author's ci"Cation, 3) 

common name, 4) plant habit and height, 5) frequency, 6) 

habitat 7) notes on the dispersal unit, B) flowering times 

(by lllonth), 9) nativi.ty, and 10) dispersal type and optional 

additional notes. This format will be adhered to except 

when a f:amily or genus has a consistaut set of characters 

that may preempt the individual species descriptions. The 

checklist can be found in the appendix. 

It should be 

plants can be 

Abnormally high 

mentioned that flowering times for these 

qui. te variable, for several reasons. 

temperatures and maximum :Light conditi.ons 

25 
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characteristic of the roadside habitat can cause the 

flowering time of many ruderals to be earlier than normal. 

Tbis occurs because of increased growth under such 

conditions and the lack of strong photoperiod mechanisms in 

such plants. conversely, the flowering times can be 

extended later into the season for the same reasons. .Mowinq 

may delay veg-etative growth and subsequent flowering. 

\ 

In general, sizes of parts have been omitted except for· 

ov·erall. height and :fruit or seed size. This was done 

because of ti1e wide ranges i.n such measurements due to the 

great pla&ticity of phenotypes expressed by such plants. 

Notes on dispersal are frequently based on my own 

observations, in addition to some conservative suppositi.on. 

Seeds and fruits not observed in the field were examined in 

the Herbarium of VPI & SU and at the fruit and seed 

collection of the United states Depa.rtm.ent of Agricul.tu:ce, 

Beltsville, Maryland. Additional aid in determini.n9 modes 

of dispersal was gained from the literature (Ridley, 1930; 

van der Pijl, 1969). Dispersal types follow the system of 

Dansereau and Lems (1957) with some modifi.cation (Frenkel 

1970) • Determinations of dispersal. type are given by 

abbreviations at the end of each species descripti.on: 

1. Cycl.o. (Cyclochore) Diaspore very voluminous; 

usually rolls overland in light breeze (eg. inflorescence of 

Panicum). 
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2. Desmo. (Desmochore) Diaspore with appendages that 

enable it to attach to rough surfaces (eg. loments of 

Qesmodium)~ 

3. Pogon. (Pogonochore) Diaspore with long plumose or 

hair-like tricilon1es (eg. achene of Taraxacu!!!) .. 

4. Ftero. (Pterochore) Di.aspore with wing-like 

appendages (eg. samaras of~). 

5. Sarco. (Sarochore) Diaspore with fleshy covering 

(eg. drupe of Prunus). 

6. Micro. 

too large to 

golygonupi). 

(Microscleroch ore) 

be carried by a 

Diaspore unspecialized, 

breeze (eg. achene or 

7. Dallo. (Ballochore) Diaspore mechanically expelled 

by plant (eg. capsule of ;rmps.1!en2} • 

8. Baro. (.Bax:ochore) Diaspore massive and dense (eg. 

nut of Quer£,Y.§) • 

Frequency and habitat entries are given in ~elation to 

the roadside habitat only. The vast majority of these 

plants are considered to be frequent or common among the 

local flor-d. Habitat descriptions for such species usuall.j' 

read ••wasteplaces''· Some idea of the species• moisture, 

light, and road.side zone preferences is given in the 

descriptions herein. 

Nativity was determined through tb.e use of the floras 
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already mentioned and Flora .fil!ropaea (Tutin, 1964) • I'lany 

sources would indicate that the flora of such disturbed 

habitats as roads.ides are dominated by 

origin. This may or may not be the case 

the stat.i~'tics are viewed {see Table 1) • 

species of exotic 

depending on how 

':I'he native flora, although well represented, is masked 

by alien species• ubiquity. In addition, alien species tend 

to be more abundant (i.e. in great numbers within sites) • 

Most alien species encountered in this study are of 

European. A majority of these entered the United States as 

contaminants of crop seed and freight or as cultivated 

species, ornamentals and medicinal herbs now escaped 

Other al.i.ens from North .ll.fr.i.ca, South America, and India 

generally entered the country as contaminants. Those plan.ts 

introduced from Japan and China were primarily brought i.n 

purposely for use as ornamentals (Ailant!:!.Y§. altissi!!!,sJ or 

ground cover (Lonicer~ japonica, Pueraria 1.obat~). 

There are also several species not native to the study 

area itself, but native elsewhere in the United States. 

These are pl.ants of disturbed habitats from further we.st and 

south brought to this area in much the sallle fashion as 

European aliens (Dewey, 1897; Anderson, 1960; I1c~~el1y, 

1978) • 

The frequency distribution of species among the 32 

roadside sites deviates from Raunki.aer•s ••Law of 
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Table 1 

Percentages of Native and Alien Species 
Under Four Separate Considerations 

Consideration 

All 274 Species 
(each species with equal weight) 

All 274 Species 
(species weighted by frequency 
among sites) 

The 100 Most Frequent Species 

The 36 Most Frequent Species 

% Alien 

40 

59 

55 

67 

% Native 

60 

41 

45 

33 
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.Frequency•• (Oosting, 1956) • '.rhe major deviati.on i.s that no 

species are present at all. 32 sites sampled (Fig. ~) . The 

fact that there is no dominant speci.es, that is always 

present, may be caused by maintenance procedures which 

encourage the establishment of a small number of exotic 

cover species. such supression of dominant and more widely 

occurring species may· explain the unusually high numbers of 

species present at eleven to thirteen sites. Another 

deviation is that those species that are present most 

infrequently account for a far greter proportion of the 

total number of species than in Raunkiaer•s Normal (433 of 

all species were present only at one site). In the sense of 

total numbers of species there is a great deal. of di.versity 

of roadsides. The fr·eguency distribution in this study 

corresponds better with Keno:yer•s Normal and is consistent 

with a previous roadside study in California (Kenoyer, 1927; 

Frenkel, 1970). 

The distribution of families alllong the 32 sites in 

relation to road type revealed several trends (see Fig. 6) • 

The most frequent families were the Asteraceae and. Poaceae, 

(which are present at all. sites) 

Brassicaceae, and Plantagi.naceae. 

Fabaceae, Rosaceae, 

The major trend seen 

among roadtypes is the higher proportion of low frequency 

families on secondary highway sites. This might be 

expected, since these roads have l.ess maintenance and tend 
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.VERBENACEAE - + 
VALERIANACEAE - + 

TYPBACEAE - + 
MORACEAE - + 

MALVACEAE - + 
HYDROPHYLLACEAE - + 

HAMAMELIDACEAE - + 
GEN'rIANACEAE - + 
EQUISETACEAE - + 

DIPSACACEAE - + 
APOCYNACEAE - + 

PHrlMACEAE - + + 
CAMPANULACEAE - + + 

PINACEAE - + + 
JUGLANDACEAE - + 

CORNACEAE - + + 
BALSAMINACEAE - + + 

MAGNOLIACEAE - + + + 
LOBELIACEAE - + + + 

ACEBACEAE - + + + 
SIMARIJBACEAE - + + + + 

PRYTOLACCACEAE - + + + + 
PAPAVERACEAE - + + + + 

ORCBIDACEAE - + + + + 
LAt1BACEAE - + + + + 
ElUCACEAE - + 

ctlP'RESSACEAE - + + + + 
CONVOLVULACEAE - + + + + 
CBENOPODIACEAE - + + + 

OLEACEAE - + + + + + 
ONAGBACEAE - + + + + + 

'IJLMACEAE - + + + + + 
BYPEJUCACEAE - + + + + + + 

CYPEIACEAE - + + + + + 
nuCEAE- + ++ + + + + 

BOBAGINACEAE - + + + + + + + + 
GEBANIACEAE- ++ + + + + +++ 

RtJBIACEAE - + + + + + + + + + 
SOLANACEAE - + + + + + + + + + 

ElJPHOUIACEAE-+++ + + ++ ++ + 
ASCLEPUDACEAE-++ + ++ ++++ + + +++ 

OXALIDACEAE- ++ + + ++ ++ + +++ + + 
CAPUFOLIACEAE - + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

ANACABDIACEAE- ++ + ++++ ++ + + + + + 
RANUNCULACEAE - + + + + + + + + + + 

LILIACEAE- ++ + +++++++ + + + +++ 
APIACEAE-++ +++ ++ + + ++++++ +++ 

LAMIACEAE- + + + +++ + + + ++++ + 
POLYGONACEAE- ++ ++ + + ++ + ++++ + + 

SCROPHtJLAllIACEAE - + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
CARYOPHYI.LACEAE- + ++ + + ++ +++ ++ + ++ ++ 

PLANTAGINACEAE- + ++++++++++++++++ ++ ++ ++++ 
BRASSICACEAE - + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ':+- + + + + 

ROSACEAE- ++++ ++ ++++++++ ++ ++++++++++ 
FABACEAE - + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
P~CEAE-+++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++ + 

ASTDACEAE - + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
3 14 25 6 18 6 17 4 19\ 1 2 12 8 31 7 27 

13 16 3 22 11 15 21 10 3 24 5 20 30 9 29 28 
rimary econ ary 
Highway Highway 
Sites Sites 

Fig. 6. Presence of pl~nt families among 32 roadside 
vegetation sites. Sites are grouped by roadtype. 
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to traverse more heterogeneous env·ironments. Two families 

of particular interest are the 

Scrophulariaceae. The Apiaceae is: 

Ap:laceae and 

generally absent 

the 

from 

intersate sites. This fami1J includes Daucus carota, a 

species of high presence, which may be missing from 

interstate highways because of herbicides used that are 

selective for dicots. The general. absence of the 

Scropl.iulariaceae amon9 secondary tighway sites is somewhat 

mysterious. The family contains speciE:::s suited for both 

highly d.i.sturbed habitats (Ve!:Qnica spp. and Verbs_§£Y!L spp.) 

as well as far more pristine conditions (Pedicu.J:S:ll.2 

£Sj!_fil!ensis) • Perhaps the species Of th.e Scrophulariaceae 

are not adapted to the disturbances found on secondary 

roads. I also advance this hypothesis to explain the 

similar presence of the Euphorbiaceae among the roadside 

sites. 

Dispersal 

As noted in the introduction, the1:·e is a great desire 

to understand the spread of ruderal plants. The problem is 

so complex that systems designed to describe the nature of 

ruan •s action soon become cum.bersome iu terminolo9y and 

ambigui.t.ies. Still., great steps have been made toward 
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unders·tanding the abilities of 

ruderal habitat (Ridley, 1930; 

plants to spread into 

Salisbury, 1942, 1961). 

the 

I 

believe that these works point out very well the continual 

necessity for descriptive science to be a major part of the 

process in understanding the activities of ruderal habitats. 

The ability to relate the spread of ruderals to 

environmental. parameters has many areas yet to be examined. 

The question this section addresses is, do the environmental 

factors, including roadtype, elevation, exposure, slope, or 

surrounding vegetation affect the distribution of dispersal 

types present on roadsides in Southwestern Virgini.a? 

Attempts to put .illOde of. dispersal into a classification 

scheme encounter several problems, perhaps the most 

complicated being created by man's abil.ity to disperse and 

create new habitats for plants. There seem to be three 

basic approaches to the probl.em. E'irst, the mechani.stic or 

agent-oriented system exemplified by van der Pi.jl (1969) • 

'I'his type of system categorizes the agents of dispersal, 

i. .e. wind, water, gravity, aniru als, man, or mechanical. i'he 

shortcomings of this type of system are the problems of 

multiple dispersal types. Examples are seen in fruit and 

seed polymorphisms or diaspores well. adapted to di.sperse by 

more than one agent (Salisbury, 1962; van der :Pijl, 1969). 

Man and machines are also natural dispersal agents. Even 

the airplane has been found to transport ruderal species. 
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Multiplicity of dispersal is recognized by the authors of 

such systems. 

functionally 

To make either broad ambiguous classes or a 

infinite number of fine classes is not 

pract1cal, but has been done in the past. 

infinite number of classes would exist. 

Functionall}', an 

The individual descriptions of species dispersal 

mechanisms might be considered to be a classificati.on system 

itself. 'I'h.is system is fine from an autecologi.cal or 

natural history point of view (Salisbury, 1961); however, 1t 

has no place when trying to re.late dispersal to a community 

type. It simply cannot be used quantitatively. 

The third dispersal system used in this study is that 

of Dansereau and Lems (1957) , which lends itself quite well 

to quantitative analysis. The system is based on physical 

features of the diaspore. Presence or absence of appendages 

for attachment, fleshy outer layers, parachuting trichomes, 

or wings, along with some weight classes, are criteria used 

to define the dispersal classes (see floristics section for 

explanation of cl.asses). '.I'his S}'ste111 circumvents the 

problem of multiplic~ty of dispersal. 

Of the species encountered in this stuay an 

overwhelming number of them have mi.crosclerochores (Ta.bl.e 

2) • 'l'hese 

priniarily by 

are small and non-specialized 

general contamination. This 

and spread 

group also 

contains those species with muc~laginous seed coats. They 
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are typified members of the Brassicaceae and 

Caryophyl.laceae. 

The second largest dispersal group based on agents of 

dispersal is a combination of pogonoch.ore, pterochore, and 

sporochore. 1'hese groups are presumed to be wind dispersed 

and together account for about 213 of al.l species. 

Species with desmochores as their dispersal type 

comprise only four to five percent of the total. The 

dispersal classes, ballochores, barochores, cyclochores, and 

sporochores, are infrequently represented among the ruderal 

species encountered. 

The overall percentage figures 

quite different from those found 

for dispersal types are 

in California by Frenkel 

( 1970). Cyclochores, barochores, an.d sporochores in both 

studies each represented l.ess than one percent of all 

dispersal types. Dispersal groups in this study that had 

proportions greater than those of Frenkel (1970) were, 

microscleroch.ores (greater by 25%) , pogonoch.ores (b:y 5%) , 

and sarcochores (by 53) • Desuaochores accounted for 343 of 

the species in California; two-thi.rds of which were aliens. 

A corresponding importance of desmochores was not found in 

southwestern Virginia. Frenkel's study incl.uded roadsides 

through many different native vegetat.ion types (prairie, 

scrub forest, pine :forest, ana redwood :forest) • His 

percentages may be a better approximation of the geographic 
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proportions of dispersal types in the ruderal si.tuation 

{Table 2). The two sets of data point out the importance of 

biome type on proportions of dispersal types. 

Several trends for dispersal types found on roadsides 

were consistent in both Frenkel•s and th.is study (Table 3). 

First, the importance of those animal dispersed groups 

(sarcochores and desmochores) are increased with distance 

away from the road margin. 

The proportion of sarcochores relative to the entire 

flora exhibit a tenfol.d increase from inslope (zone .A) to 

backslope (zone B). This is an actual increase of only six 

times because of the greater number of species found in zone 

B. Dispersal of endozoocborous species in disturbed areas 

appears to be dependent upon the availability of perching 

sites for birds (Auclair and Cottam, 1971; Smith, 197S; 

Howe, 1977) • 

It is likely that the elimination of habi·tats cor.uiucive 

to perching £rom the inslope by non1al maintenance is 

responsible for such differences. In addition, many woody 

and suffrut.escent ruderal species that have sarcochores 

(e.g • El;,yfil!2 e.groj:.i.fil!., fil!l!!!.2 spp. and Crataegus) are also 

eliminated from the inslope. This permits only herbaceous 

ruderals, few of which have sarcochores, to persist in zone 

A. 

Desmochores exhibit a relative increase of 70% from 
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Dispersal Type 

Ballochore 

Barochore 

Cyclochore 

Desmochore 

Microsclerochore 

Pogonochore 

Pterochore 

Sarcochore 

Sporochore 

Table 2 

Overall Percentages of 
Dispersal Types 

% of all 
274 species 

(equal weight to 
each species) 

2.2 

. 7 

1. 5 

5.1 

60.0 

15.3 

4.7 

9.5 

1.1 

% of all 
274 species 

(species weighted by 
frequency among sites) 

2.1 

.2 

• 7 

4.1 

60.9 

16.3 

4.3 

10.7 

.7 

% of species 
in California study 

(Frenkel 1970) 

10 

34 

36 

11 

5 

3 
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zone A to B. Animal-plant relat~onships that suggest 

attractive explanations in these instances are difficult to 

determine. A previous study by Bullock (1977) indicates 

that retention of such diaspores is greater as the di.stance 

from the road margin is increased. '!'his suggests that the 

increase in desmochores is caused by something other than 

the dispersal. mechanism itself. 

Second, plants with diaspores that are or could be 

transported in mud i.e. microsclerochores, 

prevalent 

1977) • 

at the 

There 

road's edge (Clifford, 1959; 

i.s a relative increase of 

are most 

Bostich, 

50% in 

microsclerochore species from zone B to zone A. It is also 

important to note that the vast majority of these species 

are aliens. This second characteristic is further 

accentuated when the thirty-seven most frequent species are 

considered (Table 3) • such exotic ruderals comprise 40% of 

all species encountered in this study. The dispersal 

capabilities of microsclerochores aided by man's activities 

such as walking, motoring, flying, commercial trade, and 

ag·riculture have been examined (Ryan, 1929; Ridley, 1930; 

Clifford, 1958; 1959; Salisbury, 1961; Bostich, 1977). The 

proportion of alien seeds found in these earlier studies 

ranged from two-thirds to three-quarters of all contaminant 

seeds, which compai:·es favorably with alien microsclerochore 

percentages found in th.is study. 



Table 3 

Zonal Distribution of Dispersal Types 
Micro-

Bal lo- Baro- Cyclo- sclero- Ptero- Pogono- Sar co- Sporo- Desmo- Total 
chore chore chore chore chore chore chore chore chore 

Zone A (inslope) 
Alien 1 0 0 180 (121) 0 33 1 0 8 223 
Native 10 0 6 58 ( 16) 5 14 8 1 3 105 
Total 11 0 6 238 (137) 5 47 9 1 11 328 

Zone B (backslope) 
0 Alien 1 0 0 171 ( 71) 11 36 22 2 13 256 
o::)' 

Native 6 2 2 105 ( 17) 23 68 70 4 19 299 
Total 7 2 2 276 ( 88) 34 104 92 6 32 555 

Zone A and B 
Alien 0 0 0 57 ( 51) 1 4 1 0 6 69 
Native 2 0 0 14 ( 11) 1 1 1 0 0 19 
Total 2 0 0 71 ( 62) 2 5 2 0 6 88 

Numbers in parentheses represent counts of 36 most frequent species. 
Each unit represents a single species found at one of the 32 
roadside vegetation sites. 
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Third, plants disperse:d by wind are found at moderate 

distances from road margins. W'ind dispersal includes 

pterochore, pogonochore and sporochore groups. Pogonoch.ores 

show on1y a slight actual increase from insl.ope to 

backsl.ope. Most of the diaspores within this group have 

seeds and fruits that would qualify as microsclerochor:es if 

they did not hav·e pl.umose trichomes. Because such 

appendages are frequently dee id uous and/or hygroscopic they 

frequently do not aid in wind dispersal and the diaspores 

may disperse in a fashion more typical if microsclerochores 

(Salisbury, 1962) • Consequently, the expected increases i.n 

this class are not as great as IDight be expected. 

Pterochores and sporochores show a relative fourfold 

increase from inslope to backslope. It has been suggested 

that such. paucity of wind . dispersed species near the road 

margin is due to inhibition of the dispersal process itself 

(Frenkel, 1970) • However·, in this instance when pterochores 

are considered, nine of the thirteen species invol.ved are 

trees (Table 8) • The prevalence of these wind dispersed 

species on the backslope is more a consequence of their 

life-form and highway maintenance procedures than d.i.spersal 

capabilities. 

ANOVA tests relating environmental. effects to dispersal 

type were infrequently statistically significant (Tables 4, 

5, 6 and 7). Tests rel.ating roadtype to the rel.ative and 
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absolute numbers of desruochores were statisticall.y 

significant. The Duncan•s procedure showed greater number 

and proportion of this dispersal type on secondary highways 

than on 1nterstate or primary highways. The most obvious 

explanation is the physiognomy and maintenance of secondary 

highways. Interstate and primary high.ways are wider, more 

highly maintained by herbicide treatments and mowing, less 

likely to have shrub or tree cover, and 1ess frequently cut 

through native deciduous forest than secondary highways. If 

the agents for deposition of such diaspores carried the same 

nwn ber of desmochores and were equally loaded and frequent 

on all road.type right-of-ways one would expect greater 

deposition of. desmochores on tke 

pri.mary hi.ghliays (Bullock, 1977) • 

more open interstate and 

Since in reality there 

are fewer desmochore dispersed plants on sucb roads, either 

the agents of dispersion or the environment is operating 

against the expected trend. It is quite possible that there 

is greater wildli:fe activ·i.ty on secondary roads .because of 

less mowing occurring there (Oetting, 1971). Higher levels 

of traffic, as found on interstate pri.mary highways, may 

contribute to the decline of wildlife act1vity on roadsides, 

but such. a relationship is di.ff .icult to determine. This 

would at .least provide more agents for th.is di.spersal cl.ass. 

Additionally, greater wildlife ac..-tivity is expected on 

secondary roads because of the forest edge adjacent t.o the 
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Table 4 

Absolute Number of Dispersal Types for Different 
Roadtypes and Exposures 

Dispersal Type Road type Exposure 
I lo 2" East North West South 

Ballochore .67 .so .70 .63 .71 .67 .40 

Barochore 0.0 0.0 .14 .25 .13 0.0 0.0 

Cyclochore .16 .25 .21 .13 .47 .17 .20 

Desmochore .83 .75 1. 79* 1.50 1. 86 .92 .60 

Microsclerochore 17.33 20.42 16.86 19.75 21. 29 17.17 14.00 

Pogonochore 

Pterochore 

Sar co chore 

Sporochore 

6.33 4.92 4.21 5.13 5.57 5.00 

1. 00 1. 00 1. 64 2.38 1. 43 .50 

1. 83 3.50 3.57 5.63 3.14 2.08 

.33 .33 .07 .25 .14 .25 

Numbers represent mean of the absolute number of dispersal type 
within independent variable classes. 
* - ANOVA test significant at alpha of .oS 
1° - primary highway 
2° - secondary highway 
I - interstate highway 

3.20 

1.20* 

2.20* 

.20 



Table 5 

Absolute Number of Dispersal Type for Different 
Elevations,Slopes,and Surroundings 

Dispersal Type Elevation Slope Surroundings 
) 2000 I <2000' .( 10° 10°-30° )30° F 0 

Ballochore .75 .55 1.00 .3B .64* .63 .63 

Barochore .17 o.o .13 o.o .lB o.o .OB 

Cyclochore .42 .10 .25 .31 .09 0.0 .29 
"<:!' 
"<:!' 

Desmochore l.5B 1.00 1. BB l.OB • 91 1.75 1.04 

Microsclerochore 17.00 19.05 19.25 19.46 16.lB 17.37 1B.5B 

Pogonochore 4.33 5.20 5.00 5.00 4.63 4.75 4.91 

Pterochore 1.50 1.15 ,' 1.13 1.15 1.54 .75 1.46 

Sarcochore 3.33 3.15 3.00 3.00 3.63 2.37 3.50 

Sporochore .OB .30 .25 .15 .27 .13 .25 

Numbers represent mean proportion of dispersal type 
within independent variable classes. 
* - ANOVA test significant at alpha of .05 
F - forested surroundings 
O - open surroundings 
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Table 6 

Relative Number of Dispersal Types for Different 
Roadtypes and Exposures 

Dispersal Type Roadtlpe 
20 

Exposure 
I I East North West South 

Ballochore 2.33 1. S8 2.21 1. 7S 1. 8S 2.42 1. 60 

Baro chore 0.00 0.00 .S7 .7S .29 0.00 0.00 

Cyclochore .so .7S .so .38 1.00 .so .60 

Desmochore 2.83 2.2S S.SO* 4.2S s.oo 3.2S 2.60 

Microsclerochore 61. 67 63.92 60.36 S4.7S 63.46 6S.42 63.00 

Pogonochore 

Pterochore 

Sarcochore 

Sporochore 

22.17 16.00 14.14* 14.SO lS.86 18.67 14.40 

3.SO 3.41 6.SO 8.63 4.29 2.00 6.00* 

S.83 11. 42 11.36 16.13 8.S7 7.SO 10.40* 

1. 33 .83 .14 .so .29 1.00 .7S 

Numbers represent mean of the relative number of dispersal type 
within independent variable classes. 
* - ANOVA test significant at alpha of .OS 
l° - primary highway 
t'- secondary highway 
I - interstate highway 
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Dispersal Type 

Ballochore 

Baro chore 

Cyclochore 

Desmochore 

Relative Number of Dispersal Types for Different 
Elevations, Slopes, and Surroundings 

Elevation Slope 
:>2000' <2000 I < 10° 10°-30° >30° 

2.33 1. 80 3.13 1.15 2.18* 

.67 0.0 .25 0.0 .54 

1. 80 .30 .50 .92 .27 

5.00 3.05 5.13 3.38 3.27 

Microsclerochore 60.75 62.65 63.00 63.85 58.91 

Pogonochore 15.08 17.10 15.38 15.92 17.55 

Pterochore 4.83 4.75 5.13 4.46 4.91 

Sarcochore 10.33 10.35 8.88 10.46 11.27 

Sporochore .14 .90 .38 .38 • 91 

Numbers represent mean relative number of dispersal 
within independent variable classes. 
* - ANOVA test significant at alpha of .05 
F - forested surroundings 
0 - open surroundings 

Surroundings 
F 0 

2.13 1.95 

0.0 .33 

0.0 .79 

5.75 3.13* 

64.00 61.25 

17.63 15.92 

2.50 5.54 

7.87 11.17 

.38 .63 

type 



Table 8 

Frequency of Species by Dispersal Type and Life Form 
with Consideration to Geographic Origin 

Micro-
Bal lo- Baro- Cyclo- Desmo- sclero- Pogono- Ptero- Sar co- Sporo-
chore chore chore chore chore chore chore chore chore 

Chamaephyte 
Alien 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Native 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 8 0 
Total 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 9 0 

Cryptophyte 
Alien 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 0 0 
Native 0 0 1 0 13 10 0 2 1 r-- Total 0 0 1 0 19 13 0 2 1 ~ 

Hemicryptophyte 
Alien 1 0 0 2 40 6 2 2 0 
Native 2 0 1 6 41 15 2 4 0 
Total 3 0 1 8 81 21 4 6 0 

Phanerophyte 
Alien 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Native 1 2 0 0 4 0 8 9 0 
Total 1 2 0 0 4 0 10 9 0 

Therophyte 
Alien 0 0 0 3 39 4 0 0 1 
Native 2 0 2 3 18 3 0 0 1 
Total 2 0 2 6 57 7 0 0 2 
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rights-of-way (Karr, 1971) • Perhaps the greatest and 

overridi.119· factor i.s the increased use of herbici.des, 

especially 2-4,D, on primary and interstate highways. This 

herbicide is specific to herbaceous dicots. Al.l d.esmochores 

:found in this study where herbaceous di.cots (Table 8) • 

Because mowing and herbicide spraying occur prilflarily on 

ins lopes they also contribute to the i::eduction ot: 

desmochores from backslope to inslope mentioned earlier. 

Th.ere is a significantly higher proportion o:f 

desrnochores on sites surrounded by forested areas (Table 7) • 

Roadsides through wooded areas characteristically set up an 

ideal ecotone si tuat.ion with a marked increase in number and 

diversity of animals (Odum, 1959; Karr, 1971; P.labey, 1974; 

States, 1976) • Because such areas are used by animals as 

corridors there is at least a larger 11umber of dispersal 

agents at these sites (Ghiseli.n, 1977) • An i.ncrease in 

agents provides an attractive expl.anation for increased 

number o:f th.is dispersal. type but, positiv·e association 

requires further investigation. 

The relative number of pogonochores was found to be 

signifi.cantly higher stati.sti.call.y on interstate then on 

other roadtypes. The same trend was expressed by the means 

of the absolute number for the different roadtypes, however, 

they were n.ct statistically significant. i'wo factors 

concerning interstate hiqhwa:y-s of the study area that are 
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important to consider here are 

the other roadtypes (5 

that they are younger than 

that. their 15 years) and 

intensifi.ed maintenance tends to simplify and arrest them at 

a less d.eveloped successi.onal stage (tJiering, 1974; Egl.er, 

1975; Tomkins, 197"1). Because of these factors and t.he 

similar physiognomy and species composition between 

successional old fields and high.way rights-of-way the 

follo~ing comparison is made. Interstate hi.ghwa:rs, being 

more like the earli.er successional old field, have a greater 

number of wind di.spersed species than primary or secondary 

highways. 'l'his is consistent wi.th the findings of 

Quarterman (1957), whose study of old f.ields shows a steady 

decline in those species that have pogonochores over a 

twenty-five year period of. succession:. A. simil.ar 

successi.onal study by Levin (1966) also shows a declirie in. 

species with. pogonochores over time. ".I.'he increased 

disturbance in the f:orm of maintenance on interstate 

highways 111ay also contribute to an increase in wi.nd 

dispersed species (Salisbury, 1943). Note i.n th.is case th.at 

wind dispersed species refers to pogonochores not 

pterochores, which are predominantly phanerophytes and are 

generally absent from interstate highways (table 8}. 

FaLlure for elevation to be significant is not 

surprising· since the study si.tes spanned only 2,500 vertical 

feet. such a study is ideally performed whei;e all three 
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road types are considered over a larger vertical 

differential. No such conditions exist in Southwestern 

Virginia, however, 

elevation range is 

significance of 

singl.e r:oadtypes stud.ied over a greater 

possible. Noteworthy is the near 

desmocho:r:e frequency for elevation. 

Desmochores are more frequent at higher elevations. I 

believe this to be a side effect of roadtype. No 

interstates exist above 2,000 feet; w-hile a proportional 

increase in secondary roads is found at higher elevations. 

Tests for exposure differences were statistically 

signi:fcant in both relative and absolute numbers for the 

pterochore and sarcochore dispersal types. However, the 

Duncan's procedure revealed sl.ightl.y dirferent trends among 

exposure classes. Pteroch.ores and sarcochores ·'lere in 

signi.:ficantly higher proportions on eastern slopes than on 

western or northern slopes. Absolute number of sarcochores 

was higher on eastern slopes than any other exposure and, 

pterochores were in greater nu1nbers on eastern slopes than 

on western s1opes. 

The data show that on secondary roads with eastern 

exposure and an abnormally high proportion of pterochores, a 

similar complement of species was present. such high 

proportions of pterochores were not found on other roadtypes 

for any exposure. The species common to these eastern 

exposed secondary roadsides were Ailanthus al.tissima, !~ 
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spp., Liriodendron tglipifera and Ulmus ~~- The obvious 

characteristic among these species is that they are all 

trees. A great number of trees found in this study are wind 

dispersed (table 8). The presence of such a high proportion 

of wind dispersed trees in such a habitat is consistent wi.t.b 

the findings or Keay (1957) who found primarily wind 

dispersed tree species under pioneer conditions in Nigerian 

forests. The fact that these trees are on secondary roads 

is not surprj_sing since greater efforts are made to remmre 

them fron1 other roadtypes. These efforts are reflected in 

the mean number of pterochor:es by roadtype ('rables 4 and 6) 

but, wi.tttout stati.stical si.gnificance (P>F=.15) • All of 

these trees have broad moisture requirements with. optima 

found under moist soil condit.i.ons. However, no clear 

moisture trend, w:i.tb greater numbers of pterochores on 

northern and eastern slopes th.an on southern a.nd weste:r:n 

slopes, is expressed. Onl.}' a weak trend might be shown by 

the means of the absolute numbers. I believe such a trend 

if present was obscurred by a few very low or zero values 

for this dispersal class on some northern exposed sites. 

The presence of these trees in isolated patches on ri.ght-of-

ways raises some question as to how they got there since 

similarly dispersed species deposit most of their seeds near 

the source (Bakker, 1960; Roe, 196n. In most cases, ±or 

native species at least, they are the remnant of previous 
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vegetation (Tramer, 1975). But, the erratic presence of 

such exotics as !ilan.!!u!2 if:!tis~ suqgests the poss1bility 

of effective long· distance dispersal and invites the study 

of such a possibility. 

To ex.plain the signif i.can t effects of exposure on the 

number of sarcochores reference to the original data is 

required. ~·wo of the eight eastern exposed sites, which 

were on secondary roads, had abnormall.y high proportions of 

sarcochores. Both sites had a similar composition of 

species with sarcochores. The species similar to both sites 

were three species of Rubus, Lonicera japonica, Physalis 

As was the case with 

pterochores and exposure, the sarcochore distribution may be 

linked to moisture p:c·ef erence since most of · these species 

are adapted to broad moisture requirements with optima i.n 

moist soil conditions. Such. conditions would occur more 

frequently on north and east facing slopes (Loucks, 1962) • 

Perhaps the ex.planation lies within a link between 

pterochores, which are predominantly tree species, and 

sarcochores (table 8). The connection being that birds 

frequently d.isperse such species whil.e perching in trees 

(J!llcBride, 1973) • The original. data seems to .bear this out. 

Those eastern exposed sites with a high uumber of 

pterochores were also the ones wi.th high numbers of 

sarcocl1ores; l.i.k.ewise. those northern exposed sites with lo-w 
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and zero readings for pterochores had comparabl,e numbers of 

sarcochores. Another contributing factor, as with 

pterochores, is the effect of roadtype/maintenance. Since 

the vast majority of sarcochores are chaiaaephytes and 

phanerophytes (table 8) they are se,lectively elim.inated and 

f.reguentl.y not present on the more recentl.y constructed 

interstate highways. Although sarcochore ANOV'A tests were 

not significant for roadtype (P>F=.2) the means o± both the 

relative and absolute numbers show a strong pattern. Recal.l 

that those abnormally high records of sarcochores were f.ound 

on secondary roads with eastern exposures. 

Ballochores were found to be in significantly higher 

proportion c.rnd greater numbers on flat slopes than on 

moderate slopes (Tables 5 and 7) • '!'he signifi.cance of 

ballochore dilferences on slope,s is probably a matter of 

chance. This group comprises only about 2% of all. dispersal 

types. There are many zero values for this dispersal type 

at the sites. The major contributor of this group is Oxali,e 

stricta, whi.ch is found over wide environmental. conditions. 

Because no fl.at to steep trend of the 1neans was evi.dent and 

Q. stri.cta is so widely adapted to ruderal habitats, chance 

distribution of this poorly represented group on slope seems 

to be the best explanation for significance. 

No t1ANOVA tests were statistically significant. This 

could be the result of not having samp1ed enough sites. 
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Life Form 

Utilization of life form in describing- plants has been 

around si.nce the early Greeks and was probably the second 

classification system developed by man. Modern u~e of life 

form classifications has evolved as a result of man's desire 

to understand the relationship of climate and formation 

(biorne) • The system most widely used today is that of 

Raunkiaer (1934). This system as well as Koppen•s climatic 

types were developed as a result of de Candol.le 1 s 

thermophylic plant types (Colinvaux, 1973) • The basis of 

Raunkiaer •s system is the position of the perenna·ting bu.d in 

relation to the ground surf ace. 

Descriptions of the forn1s are given below: 

Therophytes - Perennating bud not presemt, renewal of 

growth by seed only; annuals. 

Hemicryptophyte - Perennat.ing bud at or near the soil 

surface; most perennial herbs without rh.izollles or bulbs. 

cryptophyte Perennating bud well below the soil 

surface; rhizomatous~ bulbous, aud cor111ous herbs. 

Phanerophyte - Perenuating bud more than 25cll) above the 

soi1 surf ace; trees and shrubs. 

Chamaephytes - Perennating bud less than 25cm above the 

soil surface; semi-woody herbs and low shrubs. 

Unique combinations of these life forais have been shown 
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to be cnaracteristic for particula:L formations (Cain, 1950) • 

'!'his unique combination for a particular formation is its 

life form spectrum. The characteristic proportions present 

in ruderal and disturbed habitats seems to be somewhat in 

doubt. Ho'i~rever, in a California study of roadsides, the 

dominant forlli present was the therophyte {Frenkel., 1970) • 

Salisbury ( 1943) found therophytes to be the major life form 

present in drastically disturbed sites in England. allen 

( 1937) and Brun-Hool (1963) also round therophytes dominant 

in weed com~unities when the surrounding vegetation was 

dominated by phanerophytes and hemicryptophytes; thei.r 

results come from Switzerland and New Zealand respectively. 

Ellen.berg ( 1963) ±inds hemicryptophytes dominant in ••man 

altered 1 • environments in north western Europe. Host of the 

time, these studies conclude that the majority of plants 

present in ruderal habitats are therophytes (annuals) • 

ObviouslJ, more studies are needE:..>d to determine a life form 

spectrum for ruderal habitats. 

The overall proportions of life form (life form 

spectrum) 

different 

for the roadside sites in th.is study are quite 

from deciduous forest, which is t.he native 

surrounding v·egetation in the study area fI'able 9) • 

Deciduous forests typical1y have higher phaneropnyte and 

cryptophyte components than ao the roadside sites 

(Colinvaux, 1973) • The roadsi.cle sites have typical.ly higher 



Life Form 

Chamaephytes 

Cryptophytes 

Hemicryptophytes 

Phanerophytes 

Therophytes 

56 

Table 9 

Overall Percentages of 
Life Form 

% of all 
274 species 

(equal weights to 
each species) 

5 

13 

45 

9 

28 

% of all 
274 species 

(species weighted by 
frequency among sites) 

6 

14 

45 

6 

29 
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therophyte and hemicryptophyte components. The ch.amaephyte 

proportion is comparable on roadside sites and in deciduous 

forests. By far, the most dominant li.fe form i.s the 

hemicryptophyte. Therophytes (annuals), although not 

dominant, certainl.y comprise a large part o:E all species 

present, a percentage man1 times higher than found in the 

deciduous forests. These results coinci.de best with the 

findings of Ellenberg (1963). 

Perhaps the best explanation for the differi.ng dominant 

life forms of ruderal habitats is that the life form 

spectr:um for the ruderal vegetation is variable. This 

variability is influenced not only by climate, but al.so by 

surrounding vegetation and the particul.ar disturbance of the 

ruderal habitat considered. 

Surrounding v·egetation showed a significant effect on 

altering the relative number of hemicryptophytes ('.!'.able 10) • 

Although the means of the two groups were not far from the 

overall average of 45% there was a significant influence. 

There was a significantly greater amount of hemicryptophytes 

near forested areas. This is, in a way, quite surprising 

considering the fact that hemicryptophytes are generally in 

lower proportions in deciduous forests than on roa.dsides in 

this study. I suspect that the void in the phanerop!1yte 

class created. in such areas must he filled with the most 

likely candidate, hemicryptophytes. Open si.tes surrounded 
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by pasture and cultivated fields have greater proportions of 

annuals, th.us effectively decreasing th.e percentage of 

hemicryptophytes. 'l'his higher annual proportion was seen in 

the data for open sites (Tables 10 and 11) • Both ~niluences 

contribute to the significant findings. 

The severity of disturbance also has an influence. I 

was quite surprised not to find signifi.cance in the roadtype 

test for thei::ophytes. Severity of disturbance has been 

shown by other investigators to hav·e a direct relationshi.p 

with the percentage of annuals (Frenkel, 1970). ~'his 

relationship is present in the means of the relative numbers 

for roadtype, but is not. statistical.ly significant. The 

distribution o± annuals within sites clearly expresses this 

relationship ('!'able 12) • 1n zone A, therophytes are the 

dominant life form. The increased disturbance in this zone 

is caused by more intense right-of-way maintenance 

procedures as well as increased blading and treadin.g. once 

these disturbances are eliminated or reduced, as in zone B, 

hemicryptoph:ytes again become dominant along with increases 

in all other life forms especially phanerophytes and 

chamaephytes, 

The proportion 

which are selectively removed from 

o:f aliens shows a simi1.ar trend to 

zone A. 

that of 

annuals for distribution within sites except for 

phaneroph.yte.s and chamaephytes, which are poorly represented. 

among the a.lien species. OnlJ on two sites was there a 
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higher percentage of therophytes than hemicryptoph:ytes. 

'l'hese two sites were on secondary roads near residential 

areas. 

Statistical tests relating exposure to the phaneroph:yte 

life :torrn were significant (Tables 10 and 11). The Duncan•s 

procedure for this variable revealed that the rejection was 

caused by a significantly greater proportion of 

phaneropb.ytes on southern and eastern slopes than on western 

slopes. Signif i.cance was not expected among exposure 

classes for phaner:ophytes since this life form is comprised 

of groups of: species adapted to every environment cov·ei:ed in 

the study area. Some artificial process must be involved. 

since the means and the Duncan's test reveal such an 

unnatural trend. Part of the explanation li.es i..n the fact 

that three eastern exposed sites had abnormally high ratings 

and one southern exposed site had an extrelkely high 

phanerophyte rating of 35%. '.l.'he means of relative and 

absolute numbers o:f phanerophytes for roadtype expressed a 

clear relationship with greatest numbers of phanerophytes on 

secondary roads, feller on primary 

interstate highways (Tables 10 and 

roads and the least on 

11). However, these 

differences did not produce statistical signiticance 

(P< .17) • This trend is probably a consequence of the 

interstate highway's more recent construction as we.l.l as 

having a more intense maintenance regime. (Nicholson, 1914; 
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Life Form 

Chamaephyte 
Cryptophyte 

Table 10 

Relative Number of Life Forms for Different 
Roadtypes, Exposures, Elevations, 

Slopes, and Surroundings 

I 
Roadt3pe 

I 20 
Exposure 

East North West 
2.83 6.50 6.86 . 9. 38 5.14 4.25 

14.83 13.25 13.50 15.50 12.29 14.67 

South 

Hemicryptophyte 47.33 45.58 46.00 40.63 47.14 47.58 

5.80 
10.20 
49.80 
12.80* 
22.00 

Phanerophyte 
Therophyte 

Life Form 

Chamaephyte 
Cryptophyte 
Hemicryptophyte 
Phanerophyte 
Therophyte 

1.50 5.83 9.00 
33.50 29.00 24.86 

Elevation > 2QQQ I < 2QQQ I 10° 
6.42 5.70 4.50 

11. 25 15.10 17.00 
49.08 44.30 44.63 
8.92 8.90 3.00 

24.42 30.20 31.00 

10.13 
24.38 

Slope 
10 .. -30° 

6.00 
12.38 
44.69 

8.15 
29.23 

4.14 2.58 
31.29 31.08 

>30° 
7.00 

12.73 
48.82 
6.82 

24.45 

Surroundings 
F 0 

3.38 6.83 
11.38 14.42 
53.50 43.63* 

7.88 5.92 
23.88 29.42 

Numbers represent mean relative number of life form 
within independent variable classes. 
* - ANOVA significant at alpha of .05 
I - interstate highway 
l°- primary highway 
2°- secondary highway 
F - forested surroundings 
O - open surroundings 
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Table 11 

Absolute Number of Life Forms for Different 
Roadtype, Exposures, Elevations, Slopes, and Surroundings 

Life Form 

Chamaephyte 
Cryptophyte 
Hemicryptophyte 
Phanerophyte 
Therophyte 

Life Form 

Chamaephyte 
Cryptophyte 
Hemicryptophyte 
Phanerophyte 
Therophyte 

Road type 
20 

Exposure 
I I East North 
.83 1. 83 2.14 3.13 1.86 

4.00 4.17 4.36 5.63 4.71 
13.50 14.17 13.00 14.75 15.28 

.50 1.67 2.50 3.37 1.43 
9.67 9.83 7.21 8.75 11.29 

Elevation Slope 
)> 2000 I <2000' <10° 10°-30° >30° 

2.08 1.60 1.38 1.69 2.18 
3.67 4.55 5.75 3.69 3.73 

13.67 13.45 14.13 13.38 13.27 
2.50 1. 40 1.00 2.07 2.09 
7.25 9.50 9.50 9.69 6.82 

Numbers represent mean absolute number of 
life form within independent variable classes. 
* - ANOVA significant at alpha of .05 
I - interstate highway 
1° - primary highway 
2°- secondary highway 
F - forested surroundings 
O - open surroundings 

West South 
1.08 1.20 
3.75 2.40 

12.75 11.00 
.67 2.60* 

8.50 5.20 

Surroundings 
F 0 

1.00 2.04 
3.62 4.42 

14.13 13.33 
2.12 1.70 
6.88 9.25 



N 
l.D 

Zone A (inslope) 
Alien 
Native 
Total 

Zone B (backslope) 
Alien 
Native 
Total 

Zone A and B 
Alien 
Native 
Total 

Table 12 

Zonal Distribution of Life Forms 

Chamaephyte Cryptophyte Hemicryptophyte Phanerophyte 

0 39 79 0 
3 9 42 1 
3 48 121 1 

13 31 136 5 
40 46 123 51 
53 77 259 56 

1 8 50 0 
0 2 13 0 
1 10 63 1 

Each unit represents a single 
~oadside vegetation sites. 

species found at one of the 32 

Therophyte Total 

105 223 
50 105 

155 328 

71 256 
39 299 

110 555 

10 69 
3 19 

13 88 
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Newell, 1978; Smith, 1978). 

Perhaps the most significant finding that can be made 

from this analysis is the great majority of non.-signiticant 

tests. This points out very 

of life forms remain constant 

influences on the roadsides. 

well that overall proportions 

under the varying envii:·onment 

such large nu1ubers may also be 

due inpart to small sample size. 

will be needed to establish life 

habitats. 

Certainly, more studies 

form spectra of ruderal. 

No MANO-VA tests "Were stati.sticallj signif:icaut. Tb.is 

could again be the result of a small sample size. 



SUMMARY 

1'he floristic ch.ecklist in. this study includes 274 

species, 182 genera, and 57 families. A majorit:Y of these 

species are native (60%) but, alien species are more 

ubiquitous and abundant. '.l'he dominant life form is the 

hemicryptophyte an.d the dominant dispersal type is the 

microsclerochore. Species that are most frequent. on the 

inslopes often have the fol.lowing combination of 

characteristics: 1. alien; 2. annuals (therophytes) ; 3. are 

dispersed by contamination (usually microsclerochores) • 

The fi.nd_i119s from the investi.gation on the relati.onship 

of erHdroumental factors to dispersal types reveal that the 

roadtype/maintenance regi111e is by far the most influencial 

environmental factor both within and between roadsi.de sites. 

Within sites sarcochores, pogonochores, and 

microsclerochores are in£luenced the most by maintenance 

regime. Sarcochores and pogonochores become more frequent 

as distances froia the road margin are increased w.bi.le the 

opposite trend is exhibited by microsclerochores. 

Desillochores and pterochores show a decrease i.n number as 

maintenance on roadsi.des is increased. Ecotone effects, 

present at sites with forested surroundings, appear to 

increase the relative number of desrnochores. The 

relationship of exposure to pterochores and sarcochores is 
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not clear. It is possible that more pterochores and 

sarcochores are found on eastern slopes because of a masked 

roadtype/maintenance regime effect. 

The life form spectrum established for Southwestern 

Virginia roadsi.des dilfers from that of the· surrounding 

vegetation. There are relatively more therophytes and 

h.emicryptophytes, but relatively :fewer phanerophytes found 

on roadsi.de sites. The spectrum stayed fairly constant over 

all environmental conditions tested except for 

roadtype/maintenance regime. More highly maintained 

roadsides show a marked decrease in the number of 

pb.anerophyrtes. Within sites phanerophytes and 

chamaeophytes are rarel.y present on ins1opes. Therophytes 

become the dominant life form on inslopes because of 

increased maintenance and other physical disturbances. 

More knowledge needs to be obtained on the mechanisms 

for the changes that occur in the roadside habitat in the 

areas of florist.ics, dispersal, and life form. Better 

understandi11g of such changes will produce more effect:Lv·e 

management of this large part of our environment. 

Ultimately, this could produce lower maintena11ce highway 

costs as well as safer and more aesthetical.1.y pleasing 

roadsides. 
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AP PEN.DIX 

Checklist 

Aceracea.e 

1. !~ negundo L. Boxelder. 'l'ree to 20m, but 

usuall.y much shorter and l!lore shrub-like on roadsides. 

Infreq_uent; found on moist slopes or ditches when surround.ed 

by wooded areas. Fruit is a double samara dispersed by wind 

throughout sum.mer, fall, and winter; April - May. Native. 

Ptero. 

2. ~ saccharum Marsh. Sugar Maple. Tree to 40m, 

but only saplings found on roadsides. occasional; an ecotone 

species of forested areas or an ornamental. Samaras double, 

dispersed in autumn; April - May. Native. Ptero. 

3. 

escaped 

~ .12J.~tanoi§~s L. Norway Maple. 

or planted ornamental always 

Tree t.o 20m, An. 

found close to 

residential areas. Samaras double, can be dispersed spring 

through winter; April - May. Alien, native of Europe. 

Distribution in our area strict.ly artificial. Ptero. 
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Anacardiaceae 

1. Smooth sumac. Low t r:ee to Sm • 

.Found on open grass:y slopes. l''ruit is a drupe, 

endozoochorously dispersed; June - July. Native. sarco. 

2. Rh,!lli radicans L. Poison Ivy. Vine or 1.ow shrub. 

Common; Found on open or shaded slopes, usua1ly on fence 

rows or on woody vegetation. Disper:sal probably similar to 

previous species; April - June. Native; An established 

alien in Europe. Sarco. 

3. fil!Y.2 ll£hina L. Staghorn sumac. similar to 

Ji.g:labra, but more common. Both this and species 

Ii· g:!._abra are two of the few tree species well adapted to 

and common in the ruderal habitat. 

sarco. 

Apiaceae 

June - July. 

1. fryptotaeni!'- canadensis (L .) DC. 

Native. 

Honewort. 

Perennial herb less than 1m. on moist slopes in wooded 

areas. Fruits oblong to Smm, dispersal seemingly haphazard. 

June - July. Native; naturalized in Europe. Mi.cro. 

2. Qaucus carota L. Wild carrot; Queen Anne's Lace. 
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Biennial to 1ru. Eubiguitous. One of the most com.man and 

abundant plants on the roadside, especially when pasture, 

urban, residential or abandon ea fields are adjacent. Fruits 

oblong to 4.rull! with radiating Slliooth pr:ickel.s on ribs (might 

serve to attach 

limited to dry 

to dispersal 

days due 

agent) ; Dispersal somewhat 

to hygroscopic action of 

inflorescence; May - Oct. Alien, native of Euras~a, 

throughout North America. can fl.ewer in lawns ana cut 

roadsides at height of 2.Scm. Desmo. 

3. Osmorhiza cl2:Y,toni!: (Michx .) Clarke. Sweet Cicely. 

Perennial herb less than lm. Found on roads through moist 

wooded areas only. Fruits narrow, oblong, 1.5cm., with 2 

basal awns with r:etrorse bristles making up a third of total 

length. Awns can serve for attachment; I>lay 

Desmo. 

June • Na ti v e. 

to 

4. gnicuJ,g. can.adensis L. 

short li.ved perennial to 8 

Black snakeroot. 

dm. Present 

Biennial 

only with 

adjacent wooded areas. Fruits ovoid with niany hooked ribs; 

Much sticky oil between fruits probably enhancing their: 

ability to attach to dispersal ag·ents; June - Aug. 

Desmo. 

Native. 

5. Thaspiu!R ~tu.node (Michx.) Nutt. Meadow Parsnip. 
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Perennial herb to 1 m. Although not frequent i.n roadside 

communities this species is found over wide environmental 

ranges,. on roads through woods, pastures,. and cultivated 

fields. Fruits ovoid, flattened with winglike ribs, but 

since they are so minute (5mm) probably not readily wi11d 

dispersed; May - July. Native. Micro. 

6. Zizia fil!.£~ (L.) Koch. Golden Alexanders. 

Perennial herb to Bdm. Occasional on sunny but moist 

roadside slopes. Fruits oblong, flattened., 2mm long with 

short wrin.k:led ribs; Late April - June. Native. 

Asclepiadaceae 

1. Asclepias incarnata L. swamp Milkweed. Rhizomatous 

perennial. herb to 1.5m. In sunny ci.itcn.es with standing 

water. Fruit disk-like, oblong with long white plumose 

trichomes attached apically and which aid in wind dispersal. 

Hairs removed with li.ttle force. Disperse~s in fall by seed, 

vegetatively reproduces and distierses by virtue of rhizomes 

at other times; June - Aug. Native. Pagon. 

2. !sclepi~ syriaca L. Common Milkweed. Perennial 

herb to 2m with rhizomes frequentl.y forming large clonal 

colonies. A common and abundant member of the roadside 
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comm uni t::y on uioist to dry sunny slopes. F'rui ts 7mm in 

diameter, trichomes 

fall; MaI - Sept. 

Native. Most common 

1-3ctn long; disperses througout the 

!'lowering often extended by mowing. 

member of this family i.n the ruderal 

habitat. Pogon. 

3. A_9clepias tuberosa L. Bu·tter:fly-weed. Perennial 

herb less than 1m high, with stout root stalk. l"ound on 

drier sites that are wooded. i1ore freguent at higher 

elevati.ons; Dispersal similar to that of 

A· incarnata June - Aug. Native, not widespread. Pogon. 

Apocynaceae 

1. AEocynum mnabinu,m L. Indian Hen1p. Perennial herb 

to 1.5 m. Infrequent 011 open. slopes • Seeas numerous, 

comose, in a follicle; June - Sept. Native. Pogon. 

Asteraceae 

1. Af'.hil,!ea illletolium L. Yarrow. Perennial herb to 

1m with stout rootstock. common and abundant especially on 

poor,, dry, disturbed soils; found on both approach and 

slope. Not a 'farm weed' since it will. not persist in 

cultivated soils. Can spread vegetatively by rootstock 

fragments. Fruits spreading by contamination; l'lay - Nov. 
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originally from Europe. Micro. 

2. A.mbrosia artemisiirolia L. Ragweed. Probably the 

most comm.on and abundant annual in this study. Fresen.t in 

the most disturbed zone, immediately next to the pa'\rem.ent, 

usually only reaching a height of a few dm. Fruits to 3.5mm 

long with a crown of spikes which do not help in attachment 

to dispersal agents; July - Oct. Native across the 

continent. Micro. 

3. Ambrosia trifidg_ L. Giant Ragweed. Enormous annual 

to 3m. Not as common as !· artemisiifolia but usually 

associated with it; found only on moist soils or in ditches, 

but similar in range and fruits; July - Oct. Native of 

North America and Europe • .rii.cro. 

4. Antenn~ plantssinifolia (L.) Richardson. 

Pussyt.oes. Stoloniferous perennials to 15 cm with spreading 

rosette of leaves. On dry open slopes; infrequent.. Fruits 

are minute achenes with a ring of trichomes that allow 

marginal flotation on air. April. - Jun. Native with 2 

v·arieties (v·ar. plantag;j.ni.fQli.,a and var. ambig~ns (Greene) 

Crong .. ) found. in sympatric populations. :Pogon. 

5. j£ctium !!iil.!l§. (Hil.l.) Schk. Bernh. common Burdock. 
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Biennial herb to 2m. Specific to roadsides and waste 

places, where it can be present in the most disturbed zones; 

infrequent on roadsides, usually a weed of cultivated 

fields. Head disperses as a unit, subglobose and completely 

surrounded by apically oriented hooks excellently adapted 

for surface attachment to animals; June - Oct. 

time alien is well established throughout the U. s. 
of Euras1a. Desmo. 

This l..ong 

Na.tive 

6. .!§~ cordifolius L. Blue Wood Aster. R.hizomatous 

perenial herb to 1.5m. Infrequent; an ecotone species in 

forested areas. Achenes with trichomes have marginal air 

floatation abilities; Sept - Oct. Ha·tive • Pogon. 

7. Aster !!,2Yae-angli.ae L. New Engl.and Aster. 

Perennial. herb to 1.Sm. Scattered, but abundant when 

present; For111ing large clones by rhizomes. In open ditches 

especially with standing water. Pappas of capillary 

trichomes serves as an effective .mechanism for wind 

dispersal., and the small. pubescent achene (2. 2mm long) 

allows :tor easy contaminatiori; July Oct. Native; 

Naturalized in central Europe. Pogon. 

8. !~ pif.Ofil!.2 Willd. var. £il.osus White Heath. 

Aster. Perennial herb to 1. Sm. l"lost common aster of 
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roadsi.de, also the most prolific seed producer. f'lostly on 

dry open slopes without mowing. Similar dispersal mechanism 

to !· ~~-angJ:.iae Aug .-Nov. Native; naturalized in Europe. 

Pogon. 

9. Biil~»-~ ~iE_~nuata L. Spanish Needles. Annual herb 

to 1. 7m. Infrequent; In moist ditches, open or shaded. 

Linear achene 2cm long, with short, reti:·orsely barbed a'tilns 

that attach well to clothing and are well presented to 

passing animals; Aug. - Oct. Native of South America, it 

has spread north as far as southern New England. Desmo. 

10. ~idens 1£2.!!dosa L. 

lm. Frequent i.n moist 

Beggar Ti.cks. 

ditches, even 

.Annual herb t.o 

where ditching 

operations are practiced. The flattened ovate achene 1cm 

long with 2 retrorsely barbed awns attach well to clothing; 

J·une - Oct.. Native, widespread across the contin.ent. Desmo. 

11. Blak.e. Tickseed-sun±lower .. 

Similar to !!· t.£Qndosa in habit, habitat, and dispersal, but 

less freguent. Aug. - Oct. Spreading east from mid-west. 

Native to the u. s. Desmo. 

12. Bidens vulgata Greene. Common Beggarticks. Similar 

to ~. f rondosa i.n all respects mentioned and perhaps even 
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more common and widespread; July - Oct. Native. Desm:o. 

13. Carduus s.£5..B!l:!oides L. Plumless Thistle. Biennial 

to 2m. Similar to £. nutans but more common; with slightly 

smaller fruits. June - Oct. Native of Europe. Pogon. 

14. Carduu2 9J:.scolor (Willd.) Nutt. Field Thistle. 

Biennial to 3m. Not uncommon, found on sites with adjacent 

_pasture as well as forest, never on dry soil. 1',ruit and 

dispersal similar to other thistles; July· - Oct. Nat:i.ve. 

Pogon. 

15. Carduus lanceolatue. L. Bull Thistle. Biennial to 

2m. Infreguent on roadsides and field borders. Fruits 

similar to other thistles, with deciduous pappus; .June -

Oct. Common throughout the o. s. and feared as a weed of 

far1nlands, but it wil.l not persist in. regularly cultivated 

fields. Native to Eurasia. Pogon. 

16. £arduus filU.S!!.2. L. Musk Thistle. Biennial to 2m, 

giant individ.uals to 4m. Local and scattered on roaasi.des 

vben adjacent to pasture or cul.tivated fields. Achene 4mm 

long with capillary trichomes 2cm long which are easily 

separated. from th.e achene; it is questionable how well the 

pappus aids in wind dispersal; May - Oct. Nativ·e of Europe; 
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naturalized in this area, 

Pogon. 

but more common fm:ther vest. 

17. £entaurea j~ L. Brown Knap weed. Perennial herb 

to about 1m. On dry, open slopes of the most disturbed 

sites. Achene to 3mm long without appendages to aid 

dispersal; spread. by contamination of crop seed. Ra.re in 

this area, more common northward, spreading south; native of 

Europe. Micro. 

18. fentaur§!! filacu.losa Lam. spotted Knapweed. Biennial 

herb to 1m. one of the most frequent and abundant weeds on. 

western VirgJ.nia. roadsides, especially on secondary roads; 

Prefers drier open slopes. Achene with or without pappus 

scales, dispersal by contamination; auly Sept. Ofte11 

associated with Q!.r:]:santl:temu!!, leucantheJtmm and Daucus 

carota. Native of Europe. Micro. 

19. fentaur~ niora L. Black Knapweed. Sii:nilar to £. 

j~ in all respects and hybridizes with it; i::are. Micro. 

20. Chrysanth.el!!Up! !eucantheIUJ!!!. L. Ox:-Bye Daisy. 

Perennial he:r-b to 5dru. One of the most common and variable 

species of the roadside.It grows under vi.rtuall.:y any 

environment al regime, but is most common on dry sunny 
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slopes; it can survive mowing through miniaturization. 

F'ruit less than 3mm long, without trichomes; disperses as a 

contaminant and probable ornamental introductions; April 

Oct. Native to Hurasia; now throughout temperate north 

America. Micro. 

21. Cicborium intybus L. Chicory. Perennial herb to 

1m. Perhaps t.he most abundant plant not purposely 

introduced by man on the roadside. Common throughout the 

east and midwest, local further west probably becoming more 

common in the :future. Forms the most coirimon ruderal. plant 

association with !.§£1$=lPiS1.§. §Irica and Daucus carota .• 

Originating f:rom the mediterannean region, it was cultivated 

in western Europe and naturalized in this country by 

cultivation and contamination, for which its fruits are well 

adapted; Ma} - Nov. Has blue, red, and white color forms .. 

Micro. 

22. coreopfil:.2 lanceol.at~ L. Lance-Leaved 'l'.ickseed. 

Perennial herb to Sdm. on dry open slopes; Aesthetically 

pleasing, this plant is of questionable establishment, 

perhaps from ornamental plantings. Achene i.s a 3mm 1.ong 

pterochore with. 2 scalelike wings; April - June. Native. 

Ptero. 
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23. £QJ=~opsis pia·jor Walt. var. stellata (Nutt) 

Robins. iood Tickseed. Perennial herb to 1m. On edges of 

d.ry sunny woods. Achene 6mnt long, oblong, with. 2 wings; 

June - Aug. Native to the southeastern u. s., but probably 

spreading elsewhere as an ornamental. Ptero. 

24. Bri~J;:Qn. annuus (L.) Pers. Daisy Fleabane. 

Annual herb to 1.5m. Common on open slopes. Achen.e 1mm 

long, oblong with only minute pappus seal.es and trichomes so 

delicate that they never aid. in wind dispersal.; !'lay - Oct. 

Native of eastern u. s. and pacific northwest; cult.ivated in 

Europe. Micro. 

25. &f}.geron £S:nadensie L. var. canadensie.. Horse 

Weed. Annual herb to 2m. Common on open dry slopes that are 

very disturbed bu.t not mowed. Oblong achene 1mm long with 

many persistant capi.llary tri.chomes 2mm long that allow wind 

to disperse them; July - Nov. Na t:iv·e throughout the u. s. 

Pogon. 

26. Erigeron philade!;ehicu.s L. Daisy :Pleabane. 

Perennial herb to 2m. Common; An early spring wildfl.ower 

on moist soils, especially ditches, on shaded or open sites 

over a wi.de variety of disturbances except spraying. Achene 

1.Smm long, oblong with several pappus trichomes that all.ow 
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for wind dispersal; April - June. Native. Pogon. 

27. Erigero11 Willd. Daisy Fleabane. 

Similar to ~- !nnuus. Native. Micro. 

28. Eup~~fil fistulosJ!!!.l. Barratt. Joe-Pye-Weed. 

Perennial herb to 3m. Infrequent; in ditches of open sites 

that are periodically flooded by near-by streams. Will not 

persist in regularly mowed areas, but can survive occasional 

mowing and ditching operations. Achene oblong and pointed, 

3mm long with several capillary trichomes 5mm long 

effecting wind dispersal. July - Oct. Native. Pogon. 

29. Eupatorium perfo!iatY]! L. Boneset. Perennial 

herb to 1.Sm. Scattered; on open sites in ditches where 

standing water at least periodically occurs, 

occasional cuttings. Achene narrowly conic, 

several capillary trichomes 2mm long; Aug. 

Pogon. 

it can survive 

2mm long with 

- Oct. Native. 

30. ~upa!Qrium EUgo~y~ Houttuyn. Perennial herb to 

1.5m. Freguent on open and shaded slopes in moist soils. 

Somewhat of a hazard since it•s poisonous and can be 

transmitted through milk; hard to eradicate, can reproduce 

by rhizome or seed. Achene similar to ~· Qerfoliatu~, but 
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o. s. Pogon. 
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Native tb.roughout the easter:n 

31. Galinsoga ciliata. (Raf.) Blake. Hairy Galinsoga. 

Annual herb to 5dm. Infrequent; found on moist slopes where 

the soil has been greatly disturbed or occasionally in 

pavem.ent cracks. Triangular achenes 1. '4mm long with many 

short pappus trichomes that allow for wind dispersal; June -

Nov. Native of South America invading North amerj_ca by way 

of Great Britain, has spread through.out the u. s. Pogon. 

32. §papha! iy ~!!!§if oli.YJ!! L. Ev er lasting. Annual. to 

1m. Uncommon on dry open slopes; found outside the most 

disturbed zones where mowing and. spraying are absent. 

Achene 0. 8m m long, oblong with many capillary tricb.omes; 

very well dispersed by the wind by virtue of l.ts small size; 

Aug. - Oct. Native. Pogon. 

33. !!eleni,Y!!!-. fil!,tumnale L. Yellow Sneezeweed. Perennial 

herb to 2m. Frequent in the same llabitat as ~upatorium 

fistulosum. Achene without dispersal-aiding appendages; 

Sept. - Oct. Native. fiicro. 

34. lielianthus decapetal!!2 L. Thin-Leaved sunflower. 

Perennial herb to 2m, with large rhizome. Rare, found. on 
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roadsides only by virtue of theii: proximity to woodE::i areas. 

Achene without persistent append.ages; J·u1y - Oct. Nati'ire. 

Micro. 

35. Hel.ianthus laetiflo.!J!2 Pers. Showy sunflower. 

Perennial herb to 2m, with large rhizome. Infreguent, but 

becoming more common; on dr::y slopes especiallJ near old 

fields and pastures. Achene with awns that do not. aid in 

dispersal; July - Sept. Native to o. s., but introduced into 

this area from the mid-iiest; Cultivated in Europe. l:licro. 

36. !!elianthus Tuberosus L. Jerusalem Artichoke. 

Perennial herb with large tuberous rhizome. Infrequent; on 

sites with adjacent woodland or pasture. Achene with 

deciduous awns; Jul - Oct. Nativ·e to the mid-west and 

introduced to the east; Cultivated for food in Europe. 

M.icro. 

37. lieliopsj.s Belian thoides (L .) BSP. ox-Rye. 

Perennial herb to 1.5ru. Rare; on sites w·here the road runs 

through woods. Achene without any special. appendages for: 

dispersal; Hay Oct. Native. Micro. 

38. Rieracium Eilos~!J..~ L. Mouse-Ear Hawkweed. 

Perennial herb to 25cm, with much vegetative reproducti.on by 
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stolons. Frequent on drJ open slopes; when clones form 

basal rosettes they will completely cover area, restricting 

the growth of any other species within the population. 

Achene 2mm long, columnar, equipped with pappus of capillary 

trichomes 6mm long providing excellent wind dispersal; May -

Sept. Naturalized from Europe. Pogon. 

39. Hieracium E.ll!~ 'l'ausch. King Devil. Perennial 

herb with stolons, · but not nearly so vegetatively prolific 

as !!· pilosel!l!. con1mon; growing in the most ditu.rbed zone 

closest to the pavement; Achene and habitat similar to !!· 

:eillosell!i May - July. Native of Europe. Pogon. 

40. Lactuca Fern. Wild Lettuce. 

Biennial to Lfm, usually less than 2m. 

where there are adjacent wooded areas. 

Rare; only found 

Achene eliptic, 4mm 

long-, beakless with capillary trichomes; July - Aug. Native. 

Po9on. 

41. Lactuc2_ canadensie_ L. W il.d Lettuce. Biennial. to 

3m. Occasional; found in all. roadside habitats except the 

least disturbed. Ach.ene ovoid, 3-4m:m long with 2mm beak, 

capillary trichomes 4-5mm long, well adapted for wind 

dispersal; June - Nov. Native. Pogon. 
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42. LactUC!!, salignp. L. Willow-Leaved Lettuce. A.nn.ual 

to 1Sdm. Uncommon i.ndicator of basic soils. Habitat and 

fruit similar to .!:!· canaden.~hi.2, except that fruits are not 

as large; Aug. - Nov. Native to Europe. Pogon .. 

44. Jtapsapl! communi.s L. Nipple wort. Annual to lm. 

Uncommon; found only on open sites, but reported to be in 

wooded areas also. Achene lanceolate, 4mm long, without 

trichom.es or bristles; June - Sept. Nativ·e of Europe. Pogon. 

45. gudbeckia fulgif!A Ait. Brilliant coneflower. 

Perennial to lm, often stoloniferous. Not common to the 

roadside; found on open and wooded sites in moist ditches. 

Achenes without appendages to aid in dispersal; July - Oct. 

Native. Micro. 

46. Rudbeck.ia laciniag L. Coneflower. Perennial to 

2.Sm. Common on 

periodic flooding. 

!_ulgids, .July - Oct. 

moist roadsides, especially in areas of 

Similar in dispersal and habitat to ,g. 

Native; naturalized in Europe. 

47. §~neciQ ~.fil!.2 L. Golden Ragwort. Perennial herb 

to 8dm. Not normal.ly a roadside plant; found on disturbed 

soil where a road goes through moist woods. Achene 

cylindric, Jmm long, with. pappus tricbomes 6m.m long, well 
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adapted to wind di.spersal; Mar. - J·une. Native. Pogon. 

48. ~enecio smallii Britt. Small's liagwort. Similar to 

.§.. aureus. Occasional.; habitat commonly open or wooded 

slopes. May - .June. Native. Pogon. 

49. Solida.9..Q_ altissim2,_ L. Tall Goldenrod. Perennial 

herb to 2.Sir., usually forming large rhizomatous colonies. 

The most common species in this genus, found on any open 

site outside the zone of mowing and spraying operations. 

Achenes 1.Sm~ 1.ong, w.ith pappus trichomes 3-4!Iim long; Well 

adapted for wind as well as dispersal. through contamination; 

Aug. Nov. one of our most l.ovely native pla.nts; 

cultivated in Europe as an ornamental. Pogon. 

50. §plidag.Q J..!!rn Ait. Early Goldenrod. Perennial t.o 

2m. on dry open slopes, uncommon on roadsides. Dispersal 

and vegetative reproduction similar to those in .§_. altissirua 

July - Nov. l>~ative. Pogon. 

51. Solidaqo D,,g~!i& Ait. Oldfield Goldenrod. 

Perennial to 1m. on dry open slopes, frequent on roadsides; 

moderately tol.erant of mowing. Similar in dispersal and 

vegetative reproduction to ~· ~ltissima J·u1:y - Oct. Native. 

Pogon. 
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52. '.r'.araxacum off icinal.e Wiggers. Common Dandelion. 

Perennial he:rb to 4dm. One of the most common plants of t.he 

roadside, usua.lly occupying zones of max.imW£ purturbation 

(approach) • Well adapted to survive mowing, tread.i.ng, 

ditching, and blading due to the tenacity of its taproot and 

rosette leaves; resistant to herbicides. Achene 3-4m, beak 

with tuft of pappus trichomes that effect wind dispersal; 

Jan. - Dec. Native to Eurasia; now cosmopolitan .in temperate 

regions. Pogon. 

53. IragOEQ.9.Q!!. d.ubius scop. Goat's Beard. B.ienniaJ. to 

1m, but exhibits miniaturization well; large taproot. 

Common, usuall.y on dry open sites, especially where soil is 

poor, but can be found on almost any type of roadside. 

Achene sim.ilar to that of ~axacum oft:icinale, but much. 

larger, overall length of fruit .including pappus and beak is 

5-6cnt; phyllaries under hygroscopic control ope.fling flowers 

only in tb.e morning, opened mox: e often when in fruit; April 

- July. Introduced from E:urope. Pagon. 

54. _!raqo_eog9p _Eorrifol.ius L. Purple Goat's Beard. 

Biennial. Similar to I. g,µpJ:.!!.§, except rays purple not 

yello-w, much less frequent, and not on quite such poorsites; 

April - June. Introduced from Europe, where it is cultivated 

tor food. Poqon. 
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55. T~ssilago far~ L. Coltsfoot. scapose perennial 

to 4dm, with long rhizome. A recent invader from the north, 

it was first found in Virginia in 1968 (Johnson, 1972) and 

is rapidly becoming a common plant of this a:i:ea. on open 

sites in clay soil, usually in zone A. Achene 3mlll l.ong, 

oblong with numerous pappus trichomes 1cm long; this fru.it 

is one of the best wind dispersed over water, being 

dispersed by virtue of the surface tension properties of i.ts 

pappus trichomes; Mar. - June. Native to Europe. Pogon. 

56. Verbes!l@ occidentalis (L.) Walt. Sma.ll Yellow 

crownbeard. Perennial herb to Jm, usually less than :.lm. An 

occasional plant where spraying and mowi.ng are lacking, on 

open or shaded slopes where woodland or pasture are adjacent 

to roadside. Achene of 6mm, without appendages to aid in 

dispersal; Aug. - Oct • .Native. Micro. 

57. f'1ichx. New York 

Ironweed. Perennial herb to 2.5m. Found on open sites in 

ditches or low spots th.at are periodical.ly :flooded. Achene 

3mm long, with ring of purple pappus trichomes 6mm long; not 

well dispersed by the wind, dispersal probably more designed 

to get basal. end of achene on soil; Ju.ly - Sept. Native. 

Pogon. 
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58. xanthium var. 

Cocklebur:. Annual herb to 2m. Infrequent on roadsides, 

usually on open slopes near cul.tivated fields o:r newly 

abandoned fields. Fi.ead.s form dispersal units of ovoid burrs 

of up to 2cm long, the burrs being well adapte'd to 

attachment on clothes or mammals; July Nov. Probably 

native to tropical America, but spread to this area from 

Europe. Desmo. 

't. 

Annual 

Balsaminaceae 

±meatien::; 

to 1.Sm. 

91.E_ensis Meerb. 

In open or 

occasionally on secondary roads. 

Spotted Touch-Me-Not. 

dehisce when touched, 

shaded moist ditches, 

Capsules explosively 

small seeds with expelling 

mucilaginous substance presumably intended to aid. in 

attachment to the passing dispersal agent that touched the 

fruit (Stebbins, 1961); June - Oct. Native; naturalized in 

Europe, probably as an escaped ornamental. Ballo. 

Boraginaceae 

1. g!!.!.Y!!!. !,Ul.gaJ:e L. Viper 1 s Bug loss. Biennial to 1m. 

Frequent; on dry slopes near old fields, cultivated fields, 

and dry woods. Nutlets angular, to 4cm long; June - Oct. 
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Spreading to and throughout this country from Europe as a 

seed contaminant. aicro. 

2. 1ithospermuyi p.cy~p~ L. corn Gromwel.l. Annual to 

Sdm. Frequ~mt early spring ruderal on all but the .Host 

disturbed roadsides; can be a troublesome crop weed; Mar. 

June. Spread as a seed cont.aminant throughout this country 

from Europe. Micro. 

Brassicaceae 

This herbaceous family contains many of the ruderals 

common to this area. All, except LeEidiJ!!! virgin~, are 

aliens originating from. Europe. Capsular fruits fI.:-equently 

dehisce and release seeds under the agitating action of 

rain. 1'his insures that the microsclerochorus seeds, which. 

to greater or lesser extents have mucilaginous coats upon 

wetting, become wet. Dispersal is accomplished. mainly by 

contamination aided by the adhesive properties of the seeds. 

These species also express a di.stinct seasonality; flowering 

in early spring they give way to the more dominating grass 

species in the latter· part of the growing season. 

Predominantly annuals, members o:t: this family compl.ete their 

life cycl.es in a very short time, usually on the order of 

two to three weeks. 
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1. Alli~i~ £etiolata (Bieb.) Cavara & Grande. Garlic 

Mustard. Plant t:o 3dm. Scat terea localities but abundant 

where found; on. sites where roads go through moist 

mountainous woods. Apr:il - June. Native to Europe. Nicro. 

Alyssfil! £!l.Y2§0ides L. Alyssum. Plant to 3dm. 

Infrequent; on open sites without spraying. May June. 

Native to Europe. Micro. 

3. ~idopsis thali~ (L.) Heynhold. Mouse-Ear: 

Cress. Annual herb to 3dm. Infrequent; in the most 

disturbed zones. Mar. - 11.ay. Can go from seed to seed in 2 

weeks. Native to Europe. Micro. 

4. Barbarea ym;,n.2. (l1ill .) Anderson. Spring Cress. 

Annual or biennial. t.o 12dm. Common; in all zones in moist 

soil. Mar. - June. H ati ve to Europe • .Micro. 

5. ~£!.!:bar~ vulgaris R. BR. Yellow Boc.ket. Similar to 

§.. verna. Native to Europe. Micro. 

6. Brassica, !lliill!§ L. Turnip. Annual. Similar to Q_. 

y~, but not as frequent. April - Ma}. l~ati ve to F:urope. 

Micro. 
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7. £5l£Sella b~sa-pasto~J~ (L .) Medic. Shepherd• s 

Purse. Plant to 3dm • Common; found in areas where 

disturbance is maximal, especially after 

ditching or on newly formed roadsides. Mar:. 

to Europe. Micro. 

scr: aping and 

June. Nati17e 

B. Draba i~ L. Whitlowgrass. Plant to 2dm, but 

usually much small.er. :F'ouud in the most disturbed areas, 

especially when open and rocky. 

Europe. l'licro. 

Feb. i'iay. Nati.ve to 

9. ;r.~pidium campe~ (L.) R. Br •. Pield Cress. Annual 

herb to 3dm. Common; found most often in zone A, where 

there is maximum treading. Mar. June. Native to Europe. 

Micro. 

10. Lepilll.!f! tlrgin.i.cum L. Wild Peppergrass. Similar 

to b· cam~illg_. Native; naturalized in Europe. I'll..cro. 

11. Xhlasp~ Sil™ L. Field Pennycress. Similar to I.. 

c~mpestr~, but not as common. Native to Europe. Micro. 

''2· :thlas£i. .E,erfoliatmn L. Pectoliate Pennycress. 

Infrequent; habitat and flowering similar to b· campestre. 

Native to Europe. Micro. 
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Campanulaceae 

1. fa.mpapµla givari.ca,t~ Bichx. southern Bellflower. 

Perennial herb to Sdm. Occasional on dry slopes where roads 

h.ave cut through mountain woods; not normal.ly considered a 

ruderal. E'ruit is a microchore; JulJ - Oct. Native. Mi.cro. 

Caprif oliaceae 

1. Lonicera japonica Thunb. Japanese Honeysuckle. 

Perennial viue with evergreen leaves. Common on open or 

shaded slopes, usually found growing on fences and woody 

vegetation. It seems to domi.nate in older, more open sites, 

especially on second.ary roads. Fruit is a dark blue berry 

0.6mm in diameter; May - July. From Japan and China, 

origj_nally introduced for cover vegetation and now somewhat 

out of control; often pernici.ous in this area. sarco .. 

'; 
;!. • Coral Berry. 

Perenni.al shr:ub to 2m, but usually less than 1m. On dry and 

rocky soil at edges of woods next to roadsides; found. only 

at higher elevations. Fruits are fleshy berries 8rnm in 

diameter; July - Sept. Native. Sarco. 

3.. Viburnum E£:!1P!foliu& L. Blackhaw. Trees or shrubs 
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to Sm. Uncommon; in moist ditches or depressions of more 

established secondary roadsides. :Fleshy drupe 1.5cw l.ong; 

Mar. - Flay. riiati.ve. Sarco. 

Cary op h} llaceae 

As with the Brassicaceae the Caryophyllaceae bas a 

group of com111on characteristics that unites its members in 

an ecological sense. They are all herbs, and the majority 

of them a.re annuals and aliens from Europe. See us are the 

dispersal unit. Most seeds have the same basic morphology, 

being spheres or flattened spheres usually on the order of 

2mm in diameter or less (microsclerochores). Seeds are 

contai.n.ed in a capsule th.at dehisces apically, creating a 

pore for the seeds to escape. seeds are released onlj when 

the capsule is forci.bly shaken, which is done best by 

raindrops, in much the same manner as salt is shaken out of 

a shaker. Seeds in this family characteristically have 

mucila9inou s coats upon wet ting which aid in a ttachme11t for 

dispersal, especially b:p treading.. Unless otherwise 

mentioned these characteristics prevail for all species in 

this family. 

1. Arenaria serP..Yll.ifolia L. Thymel.eaf. Decumbent to 

3dm. Infrequent; open or shaded roadsides with sandy soil. 
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Mar. - June. Na ti ve. Micro .. 

') ..... ~stium holosteoid~ var. vulgare (Hart.man) 

Hylander. Mouse-Ear Chickweed. Prostrate to decumbent 

perennial. to 15cm. Common; grows virtually on any roadsi.de, 

but most frequent on moister sites where mowing is regular. 

f'Iar. - June. Native to Europe. Micro. 

3. ~thys arliig,li L. Deptford Pink. Erect biennial 

to 4dm.. Frequent on open dry sites but can .be found on 

almost any roadside. Seeds without mucilaginous coats; 

April-Sept .• f~ative to Europe. Micro. 

Q.. liolosteum .!!]!bellatu&t L. J'agged Chickweed. Erect to 

3clm, but usu.all)! only a few cm high. Adapted to harsh 

environments, th.is species• range extends to the arctic 

circle; on roadsides it is found in the most disturbed zones 

where mowing, intense treading, and very poor sandy soils 

are present • fl.iar. !'lay, but can be found flowering year 

round. Native to Europe. Mic:ro. 

5. b.Ichnis fil...M M.i.1.1. White Campion. Dioecious 

perenn.ial to 1m. Occasional; usually on roadsides next to 

cultivated f:i.elds or pastures where mowing is done after 

flowering takes place. May - July. Native to Europe. l'!icro. 
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6. ss.Eonaria Qfilcinalis L. Soapwort. Similar to 1· 

~, but monoecious and slightly larger. May - Oct. Native 

to Europe. Micro. 

7. fillep~ antirrh.ina L. Sleepy Catc.hfly. Erect to 8dm. 

Infrequent; occurs on open dry sandy sites solitarily or in 

populations of only a few individuals. April July. 

Native. Micro. 

8. Silene ~tiflora 

Erect to 1. 2m. Frequent; 

L. Night-Flowering 

especially common 

Catchfly. 

on sites 

adjacent to farmland or pasture without regular mowing. 

June - Aug. Native to Europe. Micro. 

9. §.!&Ilaria fill.£.atica (L.) Scop. G1ant Chickweed. 

Decumbent perennial to 8dm. Very rare, especially in 

mountains; on moist shaded sites in rich woods. June - Oct. 

Native to Europe. Micro. 

10. Stellaru !J!edia (L.) cyrillo. Common Chickweed. 

Annual, similar to~- aguatig, but smaller. Well adapted to 

mowing and treading.. i'iar. - flay; but flowers all year; 

Native to Europe. Micro • 

11. ~Ilaria .QUbera Michx. Great Chickweed. 
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Perennial to 4dm. 

rich soil. April 

Inf reguent; on shaded slopes with moist 

June. Native. f''iicro. 

Chenopodiaceae 

1. Chenopogi.:Q!l i,tl.bum L. Lamb's quarters. Annual to 1m. 

Common; found on newly constructed roa.dsides or those that 

have had a recent drastic perturbation where soil was mixed. 

Fruits are 1-seeded utricles 2mm in diameter; spread by 

contamination; Frequently be:lng carried in pant cuffs; June 

- Nov. Originally from Europe. Micro. 

Convol ulaceae 

1. f2nvolyy_lu.e. se.eium L. Hedge Bindw·eed. Clim.bing or 

spreading vine; perennial dying back each wint.er to a 

rootstalk. Frequent; on open slopes usually climbing on 

fences. Capsu1ar fruit releases subspher.ical seeds of 4-5mru 

lrihich spread by contamination; May - Sept. Both a native 

form and :E.'uropean introductions exist in this area. Micro. 

Cornaceae 

1. cornus fl.orida L. Flowering Dogwood. Small tree to 

15m. Frequent; found on edges of woods adjacent to roads, 
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on older seconda.ry roads, and planted as an ornamental on 

roadsides. Fruits are fleshy :fusiforin drupes to 1 Smm long, 

dispersed internally by animals; April - May. Nativ·e. 

Sarco. 

Cupressaceae 

1. Juni._eerus vi.i;ginian,g. L. Eastern Redcedar. Scale-

leaved ev·ergreen, col.umnar to pyramidal tree to 20m. Common 

tree of old fields and old road.sides, usually on dry open 

g-rassy slopes. Young trees are particularly abundant along 

fence rows. Cones are glaucous, blue, globose, berry-li.ke 

structures to 7mm in diameter, internally dispersed by 

birds; Oct. Nov. Nativ·e; grown in Europe for lumber. 

sarco. 

Cyperaceae 

1. C,g.rge: £ephalophora Schkuhr. Sedge. Perennial. to 

6dm. Frequent, but never very abundant; found on dry 

approaches and slopes of open roadsides. Tolerant of mowing 

and spraying. Achenes elliptic, to 1.8mm long, without 

significant appendages; May - July. Nati.ve • .Micro. 

2. carex p)!stri.£i.!ll! Muhl. Sedge. Cespitose perennial 
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Infrequent; found only in di.tches with standing 

Achenes less than 2mm long, without si.gnificant 

appendages; May - J·u1y. Native; at southern .limit of range. 

M.ici:-o. 

3. f.YEerq,e strig,Qfil!§ L. Galingale. Perennial to 8dm, 

with thick rhizome. infrequent; in wet ditches. Achene to 

2mm; July - Oct. Native. Micro. 

4. ?cirpJ!§ a trovirens Willd. Bulrush. 

perennial to 1.5m, with short thick rhizome. 

other respects to £. §tFiqOSY.2• Native. Micro. 

Dipsacaceae 

Cespitose 

Similar in 

1. J!ipsaC!J.§ .§.Ylv~stri~ auason. Teasel. Biennial to 2m. 

Preguent and becoming increasingly common; on open slopes, 

seemingly without moisture preference. Achenes oblong, to 

qmm long, 4-sided., 8-ribbed w~thout appendages, forms a 

mucilaginous coat; July - Sept. Introduction fr:oru Europe 

may be linked to the plant's use in ·the woollen industry, 

otherwise as a contaminant. t'licro. 

Ericaceae 
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All species in this family 

They are not norm.all::y considered 

have similar properties. 

ruderals. All are native 

plants usually present in dry woods, but they do quit.e well 

on roadsides. Their roadside presence is by virtue of their 

proximity to the road. This would indicate that these 

species :mi_g ht be a wise choice for native reveg etation of 

roadsides. 

1. 2S..Ilusggg. ~~ (Wang.) K. Koch. Black 

Huckl.eberry. F'ruit is an edible berrJ, to 8mm in diameter; 

April - June. Native. Sarco. 

2. ,lihododend!:Ql!. calendulaceum (M.ichx .) Tor:r. Fl.ame 

Azalea. Shrub to Ll-m. Fruit is a capsule. Seeds are the 

dispersal unit; they are fusiform to 4.5mrn long, without 

append.ag-es; ~lay - July. This showy shrub is planted as an 

ornamental. l~ativ·e. Micro. 

3. Rhodode~n. nu.diflQ£.!!.¥! (L.} Torr. Wild azalea; 

Honeysuckle. Simil.ar to R· £,alendulaceYJ!. 

Native. Micro. 

April - May. 

4. Vaccinium stamineum L. Squaw-Huckleberry. Shrub to 

4m. Fruit is a berry 1.5cm 1.ong; April - J·une. Native. 

Sarco. 
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_ Equisetaceae 

1. §guisetum S£_vense L. 

dimorpic (sterile/:fertile) 

Field Horsetail. Annual with 

stems. Infrequent on the 

roadside, present on moist and flooded soil. 

spores; Mar. - April. Native. Sporo. 

Euphorbiaceae 

Dispersed by 

All members of this family are herbs with capsular 

friuits which release seeds which a.re generally pitted 

spheres of less than 3mm in diameter. Seeds are spread by 

con tamina ti on. 

1. Euphorbia ™!~li L. .Flowering Spurge. 

Rhizomatous perennial to 2dm. Infrequent on roadsides, 

found on sites adjacent to old fields and pastures; May -

Sept. Native • .Micro. 

2. .E.'Uphorg~ g,Eg,rissi2,2 L. cypress Purge. Rhizomatous 

perennial to 3dm. Infrequent and scattered.; an escape of 

gardens preferring grassy mowed slopes of secondary 

highways; Mar. May. Introduced from Europe; Probably 

becoming more common in the future. Micro. 
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3. lli!Ehorbia dentata M.ichx. 'l'oothed Spurge. anuual to 

3dm.. Rare, found on dry open slopes with. poor, rocky soil. 

Jul.y Oct. Only recentl.y introduced to this area from 

further south and west; It's range has spread as recently as 

1969 to southern New England. Na.tive. Micro. 

4. ~uphorbi~ maculata L. Spotted Spurge. Annual to 

6dm, but usual.ly less than 2m on the roadside. One of the 

most common native species. Present in zone A and other 

areas where soil is drastically disturbed. May Oct. 

Native. Micro. 

5. ~uphor~ia supina Raf. Prostrate Spurge. Almost 

identical to I· !\l!CUlata, .but prostrate; probably and 

adaption to treading. Infrequent, occuring in areas where 

there is frequent treading along with f.Qlygonum aviculare 

and Plant.2:.2.£. majpf. .M.ay - Nov. Native. ~icro. 

Fabaceae 

1~ Cassia nicititans L. Wild Sensi.tive Plant. Shrub-

like .annual to 5dm. Infrequent, on dry open sl.opes. 

Legumes ~o 4cm long with rapid dehiscence whicn expels seeds 

up to a few tlleters; June - Oct. Native. Ballo. 
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2. Coronilla utl.a I.. Crown Vetch. Perennial herb with 

decumbent stems to Sdm. Frequent; planted by highway 

department on steep roadcuts for erosion control, usually 

forming large uninterrupted populations. Legumes 1.5-5 .5cm 

long with 3-7 disarticulating 1-seeded segments, spreads 

very little by its own dispersal; June - Sept. Introduced 

from Europe. 11.icro. 

3. Desmollifil. obtusum (Willd.) DC. 

Similar to Q. 12eq?lexup:i in all respects. 

Native. Desmo. 

Tick-Trefoil. 

July - sept. 

4. Desmodium ~rplexurn Schub. Tick-Tre:foil. Erect 

perennial herb to 1. Sm. Infrequent, found on di::y open 

slopes or interstates beyond mowed areas. Fruit is a loment 

of 2-4 sections. Surface of loment is covered with minute 

hooks which readily attach to clothing; July - Sept. l'lativ·e. 

Desmo. 

5. ;r.athyr!J.§ !atifolius L. Sweet. Pea. Climbing or 

trail.i.ng rhiz0111atous perennial herb. Local and scattered on 

slopes and fence rows. Legum.es cylindrical, 10cm long, 8mm 

in diameter, explosively dehiscent when jarred, thrmling 

seeds a few to several meters; May - Sept. Na ti ve to Europe; 

Escaped from cultivation in this area, becoming more common. 
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Balle. 

6. Lespedez,!l cuneata (Dumont) G. Don. Sericea. 

Perennial herb to 1.5m. Infrequent, planted on steep slopes 

by highway department for erosion control. Fruit an 

inconspicuous leg·ume 3mm long. Not readily spread by its 

own devices; JulJ - Sept. Introduced from Eastern Asia. 

Micro. 

1. Medica99 lPEYlini~ L. Black l'iedic. Prostrate 

annual, usually occurring wi.th 'l.'rifolium campestre. Common, 

found on approach and other areas where treading occurs. 

Fruit is a small curled legume 3mm l.ong that does not 

readily dehisce but has glandular trichomes; probably 

dependent on treading action for spread of seed; 

Jrng. Introduced ·from Europe. Micro. 

April -

8. Medi-cagp §ati.l@ L.. Alfalfa. Perennial to 1m. 

Infrequent, existing as a cultivated escape. Fruits and 

dispersal similar to !i· lup!!lig~ Apri.1. - July. Introduced 

from Europe. Micro. 

9. &glilo!!!§. alba Desr. White sweet Clover. Annual ·to 

8dm. Frequent; on dry open slopes, Indifferent to mowing 

because of long flowering time. Tends to be present at 
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sites with considerable disturbance; almost always occurring 

with 11· .Qfficinalis. Legumes to 4mm long spread.ing by 

chance; April. - Oct. Native to Europe. Micro. 

10. Melilotus officinalis (L.) Lam. Yellow Sweet 

Clover. Biennial to 2m, but rarely over 1m. Common.; similar 

to f!· ilia in other features; April - Oct. 1i·ativ·e to Europe. 

Micro. 

11. Robinia psep9..Q.=.5£SCia L. Black Locust. Large t::c:ee, 

but usually less than 5m on roadsides. The most common 

native woody species on roa.dsides, it can be found under any 

environmental regime. Legume up to 10cm by 1cm, disperses 

well in wind or can release seeds which qualify as 

microsclerochore. Seeds reputed to remain dormant and 

viable close to 100 years in soil.; April '- J'une. Nativ·e; At 

one time it was planted as an ornamentc:l.l, but now that 

practice is avoided because of its na.sty thorns and recent 

problems with pathogens. aicro. 

12. I,rifoli.um arv·ense L. Rabbit Foot Clover. Annual to 

3dm. occasional; on both approaches and slopes of dry open 

sites. Dispersal unit includes legume surroundea and 

exceeded by calyx tube; Calyx lobes are densely villous, but 

not enough to accomodate wind dispersal or attachment; May -
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Sept. Native of Europe and North Africa. I.Hero. 

13. Trifolium £S.mpes~ Schreber. Low hop clover. 

Decumbent annual to 2dm. Collll!lon; phenotypically similar to 

and commonly occurring with !'!· lJJ.t:Ulinia. One-seeded 

legumes to 3mm long, dispersed by contamination; Apr:i.l -

Oct. Native to Europe. Micro. 

'l'ri.folium Eratens,g L. Red Clover. Decumbent 

perennial herb to 5dm. Freguen t; on al.l but the most shaded 

roadsides. Often planted for cover and fa1lowed fields. 

Legume simi.htr to !.· fampestre April Sept. Introduced 

from Europe now common throughout (to the point of being 

adopted as the state fl.ower of Vermont). Hicro. 

15. :E_rifoli UJ!t rg,E~ L. White Clover. Perenni.al. herb 

rarely over ldm tall, with creeping stems. common to 

shoulders and slopes that are frequently .mowed. Legumes o± 

3-4 seeds are 5mm in length, being haphazardly dispersed; 

April - Oct. Native to Europe. Micro. 

16. yicia ameri~ Nubl.. American Vetch. Trail.ing or 

climbing perennial to 1m. Uncommon, but probably will 

become mor:e common -with its continued eastward migration. 

Habitat varies widely +xom moist woods to railroad beds. 
-vJ 
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has the potential 

the opportunitJ 

to exist on any 

arises. Dehiscent 

type of 

legumes 

explosively rel.ease seeds; l'lay - June. Native; thi.s area is 

presently its eastern most extent. Micro. 

Gentianaceae 

1. fu1ntians_ guingue:fol ia L. var. gpinquefolia. 

Annual to 40.m. uncommon; found on older road banks of 

secondary roads through moist woods. Dispersal by 

microsclerochorous seeds; Aug. - Oct. Native. Micro. 

Geraniaceae 

1. Geranium carolin.!.ml!!.!! L. Carolina cranesbill. 

Annual to 6dm. Infreq·uent; found on dry open sterile sites. 

d Well adapted to the most disturbed sites, which seem to be 

its only habitat. Fruit is a schizocarp; May - Aug. Native. 

Micro. 

2. Geranium ~aculatum L. Spotted Cranesbi.ll. 

Rhizomatous perennial to 5dm. Infrequent; considered a 

woodland pl.ant, I.t is found on older secondary road banks 

through forested areas. Fruit is a small schizocarp; April 

- June. Native. Micro. 
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3. Geraniu!! filf>lle L. Dovesfoot Cranesbill. Similar to 

.@_. S::fl1=P.1inirn. April - July. Native to Eurasia .. I1icro. 

Hamamelidaceae 

1. n.sma1nelis nrginian~ L. Witch-Hazel. Smal.l tree to 

Sm. Infreguent; growing on edge of woodlands and on older 

roadbanks of secondary roads. Capsular fruits explosively 

dehisce, expelling smooth elliptical seeds 8mm in diameter 

several meters; Oct. - Nov·. Native. Micro. 

Hyai.·ophyllaceae 

1. !lidrophilium virgi~ID!! L. Water-Leaf. Perennial 

herb to 6dm. :Rare on roadsides; on moist soil.s through rich 

woods on mountain secondary roads. Not what one would 

normally consider a ruderal. Capsular fr:·ui t releases smooth 

globose seeds 3mm in diameter. April. - June. Native. 

Micro. 

Hypericaceae 

1. .fiyperi~m. £._erforatu!tt L. St. John's Wort. Perennial 

herb to 8dm. Occasi.onal; on open slopes near farmland and 

old fields. Casular fruits deh.isce di.spersing light seeds 
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less than lm~ long that can be 

Sept. Introduced from Europe, 

Micro. 

carried by a breeze; J'une -

probably as a contaminant. 

2. .!!Ypericu![t .fil!Dctatum Lam. st. John 1 s Wort. l!.lmost 

identical to !!· E_erforaty but more widespread; June - Sept. 

Native. Micro. 

J uglandaceae 

1. K. Koch. Bitternut 

Hickory. Larg·e tree, but on roadsides nev'er exceding 1 Om.. 

Rare on roadsides; only found on older road banks of 

secondary roads. Pruit is a globose drupe 3cm long; nuts 

drop in early fall; April. Native. Baro. 

Laruiaceae 

'rhe representatives of this family have several common 

characteristics used in their classification as ru.derals. 

Their growth habit is that of perennial herbs. All. fruits 

are schizocarps which contain 4 mericaps (nutlets) that are 

unspecialized with respect to dispersal and therefore 

qual.ify as :microsclerochores. None of these species are 

particularly common on the roadside. Many have the common 
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history of being European garden species that either came to 

this country by chance or were brought over to be cult.i.v·ated 

and subsequently escaped. 

1. §!ecoma heg§£a~ L. Ground Ivy. Spreading stems to 

4dm, rooting at nodes. Most common species of the family. 

on sites wi.th moist areas th.at are periodically mowed, but 

not sprayed. Mar. - June. Native to Europe. Mi.cro. 

2. Isant~ U£achis.:!Q~ (L.) BSP. False Pennyroyal. 

Stems to 4dm. Infrequent; on very dry sparsely vegetated 

slopes. Aug. Sept. Native. l1icro. 

3. ~miu~ ~m£lex~caµ+e L. Henbit. Annual to 4dm, but 

usually about 1dm. Infreguent, but abundant when present; 

in moi.st disturbed soil; &ar. - Nov. with. most flowering 

early in the season. Native to Europe. M~cro. 

4. 1,Ycopus americanus Barton. Water Horehouna .• Osuall.y 

less than 3dm tall on roadsides. Infrequent; on lJ>Oi.st open 

sites near ditches with standing water; veyetativ·ely 

reproduces by stolons. June- Sept. Native. Mi.ere. 

5. M.arrubium y_y!gare L. Comili.on Horehound. Taprooted 

perennial to 1m, usually less th.an 5dm. Infrequent; on dry 
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soils on roads through old fields or pasture. June - Aug. 

Naturalized i.n Europe as a flavoring agent. i"l.icro. 

6. ~!tY1g_ gp~~ali L. spearmint. Usually less than 3dm 

on roadsides. 

ditches. June 

Uncommon; on secondary roadsides in moist 

- Nov. Native of Europe, an escape from 

cultivation as a fl.avoring agent. l1icro. 

7. ~Qnarda fistulosa L. wild Berqamot. Perennial. herb 

to 1.2m. Frequent; on roadside slopes through dry wooded 

areas. June - Sept. Formerly cultivated, now an escape; 

Native. Micro. 

8. Nepet2 cataria L. Catnip. Perennial wi.th stems :Less 

than 1m long. Infrequent; on open slopes with severe soil 

disruption. June - Aug. (.:;arden escape, introduced from 

Europe. I1icro. 

9. Prunell.a !J!lgaris L. Heal-All. Perennial. herb to 

5dm. Frequent; can be found anywhere, especially on moist 

shaded slopes. April - Nov. Origin somewhat in question; 

may be native, but introductions from Europe have made it 

much more coi:u.non. Mi.cro. 

10. Saturegg_ £i!:laminlli var. nepta (L.) Briquet. 
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Basil-'l'hy·me. Perennial herb to 6dru. Inf reg: u en t; on 

secondar}' roads that pass next to pasture and abandoned 

fiel.ds. Ju.l.y - Oct. Native to Europe. Micro. 

11. Fritsch. Field Basil. 

Perennial herb to 6dm. Uncommon on roadsides; June - Sept. 

A cultivated herb here and in Europe, consequently its 

nativity is questionable, but no ll.oubt introductions have 

taken place. Micro. 

12. scut~)..ls,i;-ia leonardii Epling. Shale Skullcap. 

Stems to 2dm. Rare; on dry rock:y banks by ol.d fields and 

pastures. April - i1ay. l~ati ve. Micro. 

13. Teucrm canadense L. American Germander. 

Rhizomatous herb to lm, but usually less than 5dm. 

Infrequent; on open sites in ditches. 

Micro. 

June - Aug. Native. 

Lauraceae 

1. ~assafr~ s.1.£~ (Nutt.) Nees. Sassafras. Small 

tree or shrub usual.l.}' less than 5lli. 

roads through moist woodlands or 

I«requent; 

banks of old 

usually on. 

secondary 

roads. F.'ruit is an elliptical drupe th.at is bird dispersed; 
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Mar:. - April. A native, early successional, and ur1de:.c:story 

tree species. sarco. 

Liliaceae 

1. ll~ cernuum Roemer. Wi.ld Onion. Bulbous scapose 

perennial to 6dm. Infrequent; on road cuts through wooded 

areas that have been thoroughly disturbed without at.tempts 

at revegetation. Reproduces by small seeds, without 

appendages, released from a capsular fruit; July - Sept. 

Native. Micro. 

2. All.ium fil~ L. Field Garlic.. Similar to !• 

_£ernuum, but much more common and usually in more open 

habitats. Reproduction commonly by bulbils; June. Native 

to Europe. Micro. 

3. !sparagl!§. .Q.Uicinali2 L. Asparagus. Hhizomatous 

perennial herb to 2m. Frequent; on roadsides especially by 

old fields. Fruit is a globose berry 1cm in diameter; April 

- Aug. Na ti ve to Europe; A very successful cultivated escape 

in this area. Sarco. 

4. '.i'r illi um su;: and if lo rum (11ichx .) Salsb. Large-

Flowered Trillium. Rhizomatous perennial. herb to 5dm. Rare 
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on road.sides; present onl.y by virtue of road •s proximity to 

woods without the usual perturbation. Berry is ovoid to 

1.5cm in dia1neter, dispersed by ants, elaiosom.es present; 

April May. Commonly known as a native spring wil.dfl.ower 

of rich woods. sarco. 

Lobeliaceae 

1. Lobelia·inflata L. 

on dry high elevation 

Indian Tobacco. Annual to 1m. 

Rare; sites. 

capsules release 1n1m long seeds. July 

Ap.ically dehiscent 

Oct; Native. Micro. 

2. i&belia siphilitica L. Great Lobellia. Perebbial 

herb to 1 .em., but rarely over 1m on roadsides. Infrequent; 

on opem l!loist roadsides near ditches. 

1.· inflata July - Oct. Native. Micro. 

Magnol iaceae 

1. Liriodendron Tu1iEifer~ L. 

rapidly growing deciduous tree to 50m. 

type of road bank without spraying 

Dispersal similar to 

Tulip Tree. Large 

Frequent; on any 

or mowing. Usrially 

removed before maturi.ty ex.cept along fence rows wh.ere ol.der 

specimens may persist. Fruits are 

which resembie sled runners and 

an aggregate of samaras 

are particulariy well 
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adapted to sliding down roads in the vacuum createa. by 

June. di.spersed fall through early passing cars; April 

spring. Native. Ptero. 

2. MagnoJ,ia acp.min§;,!~ L. Cucumber Tree. Large 

deciduous tree to 40m. Rare on road.sides; will invade moist 

disturbed soil, but will not pe:r:sist. Fruit is an aggregate 

of follicles releasing lens-shaped seeds of 1cm in diam.eter; 

April - May. Native. Micro. 

l'lalvaceae 

1. Abutilo!!_ theo;ehrastii. 1'1edic. Velvet Leat.. Annual 

herb to 1.Sm .. Infrequent; found only in the most disturbed 

sites with soil mixing, especially on dry open roadsides. 

Dispersed by seeds w·hich are released from a fruit of united 

carpels that are dehiscent; June - Oct. Native to India. 

M.icro. 

Moraceae 

1. l'lorus ~S: L. lied Mulberry. Small tree ot 

woodlands to 20ru rarely over Sm on roadsides. Rare on 

roadsides; found on steep open slopes in moist soil. Fruit 

is a sp:ike of nutl.ets with fleshy persistant calyces. Eaten 
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and dispersed by birds; May - June. 

forest escape; Native. Sar:co. 

Oleaceae 

Hight be considered a 

1. Fraxinus f!ennsy1vill£2. Marsh. Green Ash. Large 

deciduous tree, but rarely over 5m on roadsi.des. .Frequent; 

present on roads adjacent to woodlands as well as open, more 

disturbed sites. 

and early spring. 

Samaras dispersed throughout fall, winter, 

:fairly well adapted to dispersal through 

air as well as over roads; April. Native. Ptero. 

Onagraceae 

1. ~~ biennis L. Gaura. Annual to 1.Sm. Infrequent; 

on moist open slopes and in ditches. Resistant to cutting, 

but not spraying. Capsular fr·uit releases seeds that are 

2mm long; June - Oct. Native. Micro. 

2. Common Evening Primrose. 

Biennial or perennial herb to 2.5m. Occasional; on moist to 

dry slopes out of the range of mowing and spraying· 

operati.ons. Capsule releases angular seeds of 2.mm upon 

jarring. Seeds reputedly eaten by birds; June - Oct. 

Native. Micro. 
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Orchidaceae 

1. .fil?_iranthes gracilis (Bigelow) Beck. Slender Ladi.es 1 

Tresses. Perennial herb to Sdm. occasional; on dry open 

slopes of interstates and primary highways, usually m:i.xed in 

with a monocul.ture of Festuca elatior. 

currents; July - Sept. Nat.ive. Sporo. 

Seeds borne on air 

oxalidaceae 

1. Oxali& corniculat~ L. Creeping Lady's Sorrel. 

Perennial stoloniferous herb rarely over 1dm. Infrequent; 

can be found on any roadside, especially those with regular 

mowing. Capsular fruit expl.osively dehisces rel.easing 

elliptical. seed slightly more than 1mm long; Apri.l - Oct. 

flowers year-round. Native to Europe. Balio. 

2. Qxalis §!I:!~ L. i·ellow Wood sorrel. 

herb to 3dm. Similar to Q. Cornicu1ata 

stoloniferous and much more common; April - Oct. 

be native, but questionabl.e; cosmopolitan. Ball.o. 

Papav·eraceae 

Perennial 

except not 

Thought to 

1. ~paveJ: dubi.wn L. Poppy. Annual to 5dm. Occasional; 
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on slopes of drier open grass sites. Capsule apically 

dehisces to release minute seeds 0 .25mm in diameter, which 

are carried by wind or become contaminants; April - June. 

Introduced from Europe as a garden orna.mental, no'k escaped; 

probably becoming more: common in the future. Sporo. 

2. ?anquing.J;.}.Et canadensi§ L. Blooa:root. Ehi.zomatous 

perennial herb to 3dm. Infrequent on roadsides; on older 

wooded 1noist road banks of secondary roads. Casular t:ruit 

disperses ellipsoi.d seeds of 3mm in dia1neter:; Mar. - A.pril. 

A native spring wildflower. l.1'1icro. 

Phr:ymaceae 

1. ?J:iryma J.epj:.ost~chya L. Lopseed. Perennial herb to 

1m. Rare; founa on slopes of mountain roads through moist 

woods. Fruit dispersed and enclosed in persistant caylx with 

hooked lobes, which do not serve as attachment appendages; 

June - Aug. Native. I'licr:o. 

Phytolaccaceae 

1. Phytolacca americana L. Pokeweed. Perennial herb to 

3m. Frequent; usually on fence rows adjacent to cultivated 

fields. Bei:ries dispersed by birds; ~lay - Nov. Native. 
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Pinaceae 

Pinus virg~niana ~ill. 

tree usually less than 

pl.anted for revegetation 

Virginia 

5m high. 

as well 

Pine. Large 

on roadsides. 

as a natural 

of roadsides. Cones under hygroscopic cont.rol, 

releasing winged seeds in dry weather throughout late summer 

and fall; April. A native early successional. tree species. 

Ptero. 

Plantaginaceae 

Several characteristics unite members of this family 

ecologically. They have a similar growth habit oi rosettes 

with erect spike inflorescences, which makes theru 

particularly well. adapted to treading and mowing. Capsular 

fruits release seeds ranging from 1-3mm long, al.l. i.n 

dispersal by treading. All species are found i.n zone A of 

roadsides and only occasionally on slopes. 

1. Planta9_2 filstata. l'lichx. Bracted Plantain. A.nnual 

to 15cm. Infrequent; but widespread. April - July. Native. 

Micro. 
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2. 1-'lantago 1.fil!ceolata L. English Plantain. Annual to 

3dm. Common. Mar. - l~ov. Ha ti ve to Europe. I'iicro • 

.::s. Plantago rugellii DCtm. Common Plantain. Perennial 

to 15cm. Most common species in this family. April - Nov. 

Native. Micro. 

4. Plantagg !J-r::gini.ana L. Dwarf Plantain. Annual to 

15cm. occasi.onal. Mar. - June. Native. Micro. 

Poaceae 

1. ~gropyrs;in repens (L.) Beauv. Quack Grass. 

Rhizomatous perennial to lm, but usually less than Sdru. 

Frequent; on shoulders and other areas where tread~ng or 

blading may occur, only occasionally on slopes. Grains 7mm 

long with lemma awns 10mm long. Awn apparently serves no 

purpose in dispersal; June - Aug. Nativity somewhat 

confusing; our specimens are introductions from Europe, but 

it is a possi.ble native of th.e North Atlantic coast. l"licro. 

2. ~ndroEoqon virgini£!!§ L. Broom Sedge • Tufted 

perennial to 1 .• 5m. Frequent; on sites near old fields or 

more recently constructed roadsides. An early successional 

species of old fields. Will persist on older dry open 
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roadsides in small populations. Spikelet to Smm with pilose 

callus beard over 10mm long, 

dispersal mechanism.; Sept. 

throughout the year. Native. Pogon. 

very 

Oct. 

effective 

Fruits 

as wind 

dispering 

3. Arrhen~theru& elati,Y2 (L.) Presl. oat Grass. Tufted 

perennial to 15dm. Infrequent; on open dry slopes. 

Spikelet to 9m.m long with twisted awn; may serve to hel.p in 

establishment by drilling action when moistened. l.'1a.y 

June. Native to Europe. Micro. 

Bronms - Members of this genus are annuals except for 

.!!· inermis. All species are introductions from Europe. 

Fruits are microsclerochores. All are awned except for ~-

inerm.us, but c:ut·ns do not seem to functional in dispersal. 

4. ~J!U!.2 £2!!ll!!Uta!l!§ Schrad. Hairy Chess. Annual to 

9dm, but usually less than 6dm. Freq·uent in zone A of open 

sites • .May - June. Introduced from Europe. Micro. 

5. Bromus iJ!~~is Leysser. smooth Brome Grass. 

Perennial to lm. Occasional; on open sunny slopes. .May -

July. Nativ·e to Europe. Micro .. 

6. Bromus japonicus Thunb. Japanese Brome Grass. 
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Similar to ~· commutatus. 

of open or shaded sites. 

World • .Micro. 

Frequent; in more disturbed zon.es 

May - June. Native to th.e Old. 

7. ~.!!!Y..2 ~ilis L. Brome Grass. Rare; 

sites. May - June. Native to Europe. J.>1icro. 

on open 

8. B,tgmus tectorum. L. Downy Chess. Annual to 6dm. 

Occasional; on open sunny slopes. April - June. Native to 

Europe. Micro. 

9. Chloris ~icillata liutt. Wind.mill Grass. Tufted 

perennial to 4 dm. Rare; on cir y approaches and shoulders of 

interstates. Grains to 3mru long with awns of Brum; June. 

Native, introduced into this area from further west. Micro. 

10. fynodon ~tilQ!! L. Pers. Bermuda Grass. creeping 

and rhizomatous perennial to 4dru. Frequent; in areas of 

treading and maximum maintenance, often invadi.ng paved 

areas. 

Micro. 

Grains to 2mm long; May - Aug. Native to Europe. 

11. Dactylis gJomerat~ L. Orchard Grass. Tutted 

perennials to 1.2m. Com111on; frequently planted for 

revegetation of roadsides with .f!?::>tuc2_ elatior,. Grains to 
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8mm long with short awn; May - Oct. 

Micro. 

Native to Europe. 

12. EchinochJ.Q.S; ~rusgg.lli (1,.) Beauv. Barnyard Grass. 

Robust annual to 2m. Frequent; in moist ditches. Fruit 

ovate, to 3mie. long; .July -- Oct. Native to Europe. Micro. 

13. Elusine indica (L.) Gaertn. Yard Grass. Prostrate 

to partially erect annual to Sdm. Frequent; in zone A and 

treaded areas. Rigid yet springy stems can catapult :truits 

up to a few feet by rain or treading action; June - Oct. 

Native to India, pantropical. Micro. 

14. !lymus vi~i!!.!£B2 L. Wild Rye. Tufted perennial to 

1.3m. Occasional; on newer roadsides or where soil is 

mixed., Fruit with awn of variable length; June - Oct. 

Native. Micro. 

15. Erag;costis cilianensi§ (All.) Lutati. Stink Grass. 

Cespi tose or solitary ann ua.l to 6dm. Infrequent; on 

recently disrupted soil. .f'rui t less than 2mm long, without 

appendages; July - Oct. Native to Europe. Micro. 

16. ~ ~latior 

perennial to 1.5m. The 

L. Meadow Fescue. 

most common p1ant of 

Cespitose 

roadsides; 
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planted on all but the steepest slopes for revegetation ou 

interstates, most. primary, aud some secondary high.ways. 

Frui.t with short awn; June - Aug. Native to Eur:op~. &icro. 

17. liystrix p~tu+g, Moench. Bott1e-Brush Grass. 

Perennial to 1.5m. Rare; a forest ecotone species. 

with long aw:u.s; ~lay - July. Micro. 

Fruits 

Species of this genus are extremely difficult 

to identify. Dispersal is accomplished by the entire loose 

voluminous panicle breaking off. It.s light weight and 

orbicular shape allow for easy overland rolling cyclochores. 

All species are native. 

18. Panicum g.grostiodge Spreng. Red top Panic Grass. 

Rhizomatou.s perenni.al to 1m. Uncommon; in ditches. July -

Oct. Native. Cyclo. 

19. Panicum ~apillare L. Ola Witch Grass. Annual to 

6dm. Occasional; in zones closest to the road surface. Aug. 

- Oct. Native. Cyclo. 

20. Panic!!ID. 

Perennial to Sdm. 

Native. CJclo. 

oligosan th~ Sh.ultes. Panic Grass. 

Uncommon; in moist ditches. April - June. 
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21. Panicum £hilade1Eh.!£!!!! Trin. tiood Witch Grass. 

Annual. to 8dm. Uncommon; on open slopes or on approach. 

Sept. - Oct. Native. Cycl.o. 

22. Paspalum E,Ybifloru!!.l R upr. Similar: to .f· setacey, 

but found in moist shaded ditches. Sept. Oct. l~ative. 

Bicro. 

23. Paspal um maceum Michx. Cespitose perennial to 

on dry open roadsides. 

in diameter. June - Sept. 

Sdm. I.nfreguent but widespread; 

Fruits are flattened spheres 2mm 

Native. Micro. 

24. Ehleum m;:a!~ L. Timothy. cespitose perennial to 

1m. Frequent in zone A; on dry· open slopes. Fruits to 2mm 

long with short awn; June - Oct. Native to Europe. M.ic:co. 

25. ~ ~atensis L. Kentucky Blue9rass. Cespitose 

perennial to 1m, but rarely over 5dm. Excellent choice for 

reve9etation of roadsides because of low h,eigh.t and t:iberous 

roots. Oftert mixed w:ith Festuc,a e1atior for revegetation of 

roadsides. Fruits to 2mm long; April - Aug. Native. tlicro. 

26. ~~ f~b~~~ w. Herrmann. Giant Foxtail. 

Cespitose annual to 1.3m.. Frequent; on approaches an.d 
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disturbed open slopes. Fruit has bristles that do not aid 

in dispersal; July - Oct. Native to China. Micro. 

27. Setaria g·lauca (L.) Beauv. Smooth 1'~oxtatl. 

Common; similar to §. faberi ---· but onl.y grows to height of 

lm; July - Oct. Native to Europe. Micro. 

28. Setaria vir~ (L.) Beauv. Green l!'oxtail. similar 

to ~- faberi, but less freguentand only grows to a height of 

8dm. J·u1:y - Oct. Native to Eurasia. i1icro. 

29. Pers. Johnson Grass. 

Rhizomatous perennial t.o 1. Sm, f ormi.ng large tufts. 

Frequent on open slopes with little mowing. Fruit to 5mm 

long with or without twisted awn, May - Oct. Native to 

Mediterranean region, introduced as a fora9e crop in mid-

nineteenth century. Micro. 

30. Tr id ens flavus (L.) Hitchc. Purple Top. 

Rhizomatous perennial to 1.5m. Sindlar to sorghum 

h.p.lepensg,, but fruits smaller and awnless; Jul.y - Oct. 

Native. Micro. 

Folygonaceae 
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1. Polyg:ouum avi.culare L. Knotweed. Prostrate annual 

spreading to form a th.in mat of vegetation over barren 

ground. common; found on approach adjacent to pavement on 

all road types. Extremely resistant to treading, Of.ten the 

only plant in the most disturbed zones of the roadside. 

Achenes without appendages, about 2mm long, eaten by birds; 

Mar. - Nov. Native, but repeated introductions fr.mn Europe 

have increased its frequency. Micro. 

2.. fplyqon31p1 convolu!l!§ L. Black Bindweed. A.nnual 

vine. Freguent; usually climbing on fences or on woody 

vegetation, rarel.y trailing. Achene smooth, about 3.mm 1.on9, 

June - Sept. Native to Eurasia. Micro. 

3. folygony_! .e.ersicaria L. Lady's Thumb. Decumbent 

annual to 6d1n. Frequent; in moist ditches except on primary 

and secondary highways. Achenes to 2.5mm long w:Ltb.out 

appendages; .June - Oct. Native to Europe. Micro. 

4. Polygonum ~nsylvanicu,!U L. Penn.sylvani.a smartweed. 

Similar to ~· :e~i~fil· May - Oct. Native • .Micro. 

5. Rumex· acetosella L. Sheep Sorrel. Perennial herb to 

4dm. Frequent; on recently disrupted soils where treading 

is minimal. Indicator of acid soils. Achenes to 1.Smm 
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long; liar. - Nov. Nati'Ve to Eurasia. Nicro. 

b. !!,y™ aispus L. Curly Dock. Biennial. or perennial 

herb to 1.5m. Common; on never roadsides, recently or 

constantly disturbed soil. Achenes to 3mm long, with 

persistant caylx that provides 3 wing-like appendages to 

enhance wind dispersal, but £ruit remains small. enough to be 

an inconspicuous contaminant; liar. - June. Fruits disperse 

well into fall. One o:E the most prolifi.c of all ruderals, a 

single plant can produce up to 250,000 fruits. Native to 

Europe. Ftero. 

7. Ill!!!!.filf: ob~ifolius L. Broadleaf Dock. Si.i.nil.ar to Ii. 

s::ri.spus, but flowering somewhat later; April - June. Native 

to Europe. Ptero. 

Prim ul ace ae 

1. Anaaallis ~J;;venfil L. Scarlet Pimpernel. Spreading 

annual to less than 1dm. In:frequent; on shoulders or semi-

barren areas as a soli.ta:q.' plant. Dispersed by seeds 1.5m:m 

long from capsular fruit; April Nov. Native to Europe. 

Micro. 

Ranunculaceae 
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1. Anemone virginian~ L. Thimble Weed. Rhizomatous 

perennial herb to 1m,. but usual.l.y about 5dm. Occasional; on 

old moist wooded secondary road banks. Achenes to Janit long, 

with a dense wool.1.y covering that does not aid in 

attachment; May - July. Native. ~icro. 

2. !9.Uilegia canadensis L. Columbine. Perennial herb 

to 5dm. Infrequent; on dry rocky road cuts through wooded 

areas. Fru.it is a follicle; dispersed by smooth lusterous 

black ellipsoidal seeds to 2mni long; April. - June. Native. 

~licro. 

3. Cleniatis Vi.J;gini-ana L. Virgin •s Bower. Climbing or 

occasionally trailing perennial herb. Infrequent; on old 

woodea secondary road ban.ks. Achene 4mm long, develops 

elongated plumose style to 4cm long, which does not seem to 

aid in either wind dispersal or attachment. July - Sept. 

Nativ·e. Micro. 

4. Hepg.tica americana (DC.) Ker. 

Perennial herbs to 3dm. Infrequent; 

Thalictrum t.halictroide§. Achenes to 

Roundlobe Hepatica. 

habitat s~rn~lar to 

3.Smm long, with 

villose covering that does not serve to attach; Mar. - May. 

Native. Micr:o. 
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5. ~nuncul.us ~rtilrns L. Kidneyleaf C:t:owfoot. Annual 

herbs to Sdm. Occasional; on moist shaded sites. Achene 

disk-like, 2mm long, with curved beak almost to the point of 

being a hook but not serving to attach; April. June. 

Native. Micro. 

b. Ranunculus ~gp~niensis Britt. Allegheny 

Crowfoot.. Similar to li. abor£iVYe, but rare, April - June .. 

Native. Micro. 

1. Ranunculus .Qulbosus L. Bulbous Buttercut. Bulbous 

perennial to 5dm. Common; on highly maintained slopes and 

occasionally on shoulder:s. Achene ovate, to 3 .5m111 long, 

with smal.l beak; Apri.l - July. Nativ·e to Europe. l'Jicro. 

8. Banunc:!!!Y..§. recurvat!!§. Poir. Hooked Crovfoot. 

Perennial herb to 6dm. Rare; habitat similar to 'l'halictrun1 

thalictroides. Pruit like li• abortivus ; April - June. 

Native. Micro. 

9. ~nunculus f.epe,B2 L. Creeping Buttercup. Creeping 

perennial herb forming mat-like colonies. Infrequent; in 

moist ditches in open or shaded habitats. Achene ovate, to 

2 .5mm long, with non-functional hooked beak; April - July. 

Native to Europe. Micro. 
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10. 'l'halictrum thal.ictroides (L.) Boiv·in. Rue-Anemone. 

Tuberous perennial herb to 2 .5dm. Rare; commonly considered 

a spring wildf:lower of rich woods, present ou roadsides only 

because of the road. 1 s prori.mity to undisturbed woods. 

Achenes are smooth, ribbed, ellipsoid, 4mm long; Mar. 

June. Native. Micro. 

Rosaceae 

1. Agrimonia .I?J!rviflora Ait. Small-Flowered Agrimon1. 

Perennial herb to 1.8m, but rarely ov·er 1m on roadsides. 

Rare; on sites that are periodically flooded b:y near.by 

streams. Achene to Smm in diameter, covered with several 

rows of hooks which serve well for attachment to cloth or 

fur; July - Sept. Native. Desmo. 

2. !£fillar;i.a y}.rgini.a!!s Duchesne. strawberry. Prostrate 

to decumbent stoloniferous perennial herbs to 15cm. 

Occasional; on open slopes near old fields and pastures. 

Accessory fruit with large f:leshy receptacle cov·ered with 

.seeds. Dispersed endozoochorously; Mar. - June. Native. 

Cultiv-ated i.n Europe. Many va:r:ieties, both cultivated 

escapes and wild, complicate infraspecific taxonomy. Sarco. 

3. ~ canaden~ Jacg • White Avens. Perennial 
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rhizomatous herbs to 1m. 

moist woods. Achenes to 

Infrequent; ecotone spec:ies of 

3mm long wi.th long hooked beak 

marginally adapted for attachment; May - Aug. Mative. Desmo. 

4. Pot!fil!illa recta L. Upright Cinquefoil. Erect 

perennial herb to 8dm. Frequent.; a true ruderal, doing best 

in dry open regularly disturbed sites, usually on slopes. 

Achene orbicular, slightl.y longer than lmm; Mar. - Aug. 

Native to Europe. Micro. 

5. Potentilla simpltl l'.1ichx. common C1nguefoil. 

Prosti:ate to decuntbent perennial herb to 15cm. Occasional; 

on open or sb.aded shoul.ders of prilliary and secondary roads; 

Resistant to treading and mowing if not too severe. 

Suborbicular achenes slightly longer than 1mm, without 

appendages; April - June. Native. Micro. 

6. EI.!!lll!A? seroti!lll: Ehrh. Black Cherry. Moderate sized. 

deciduous tree to 30m. Frequent; on slopes of pri.mary and 

secondary roads especially along fence rows; occas.ionally on 

interstates along fence rows. Drupe to 1cm i.n diameter, 

eaten and dispersed by birds; April - May. Native; a forest 

tree speci.es that is particularly well suited fo:i:- dispersal 

to and survival in the roadside habitat. Grown i.n Europe as 

a til!lber species where it has become locally naturalized. 
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Desmo. 

1. ~ carolina L. Pasture Rose. Erect rhizomatous 

perennial. to lm.. Infrequent; in and about ditches where 

they are skipped by movi.ng on primary and secondary roads. 

Achenes oblong, to 4mm long, contained in hypanthium until 

it dry·s and c:i::·acks open or is upturned by ~n outsi.de :force; 

May - July. Native. Micro. 

8. ~ multiflo~a Thunb. Rambler Rose. Arching or 

erect shrub to 2m. Infrequent, but overabundant to the 

point of being a pernicious weed; on dry open slopes 

especiall.y fence r·ows. E'rui.ts si!nilar to R· ~rolina but 

slightly smaller; l'lay - June. Introduced from the orient as 

an ornamental that provides habitats for wildlife; Now 

outlawed in some states. Kicro. 

Rub us Blackberries 

contains trail.~ng or arching 

and Raspberries. This 

woody perennial shrubs. 

genus 

They 

are found on all roadsides outside of moving and spraying, 

zones usually on fence rows but frequently on the ground, 

especially next to old fields or pastures. Fruits are an 

aggregate of drupes ca. 2cll\ in diameter that are readily 

edible by mammals and birds. Quite often more than one 

species of this genus exists a.t one locality. 
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9. BY.~ allegheniensis Porter. Allegheny Black.berry. 

Arching to 3m. Frequent; forms large colonies to 3m high. 

May - June. Native. Sarco. 

10. Rubu.s betulifol.iu2 Small. Blackberry. Arching, 

erect to 2m. Infrequent. May - June. Native. Sarco. 

11. Rubus ~ifolius Pursh. Blackberry. Arching or 

erect to 1.6m. Rare. Nay - June. Native. Sarco. 

12. Rubus flagellaris Willd. Northern Dewberry. 

Infrequent; Similar to !· 9!neif'olius. 11.ay - June. Nati.v·e. 

Sarco. 

13. .E~ occidentalis L. Black Raspberry. Forms small 

low colonies. Occasional. May - June. Native. Sarco. 

14. Rubus !£.llia!.i..e .Michx. Southern Dewberry. Rare. 

Trailing, for:ning low colonies. Mar. - A.pril.. Native. sarco. 

Rubiaceae 

1. Gali um ~parine L. Spring Bedstraw. Sprawl:ing annual. 

with stems to 8dm long. Common; on moist open or shaded 

slopes. Spherical fruit 3mm in diameter is covered with 
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numerous hooked trichomes that serve for attachment very 

wel.l; April - June. Nati,;·e; circumpol.ar in. temperate 

latitudes. Desmo. 

2. Gali um j10llu92 L. White Bedstraw. Perennial h.erb. 

Infrequent; similar to .§ • .2:£fil~, but fruits with.out hooks; 

April - June. Native to Europe. Micro. 

3. Galium triflorum I!l.i.chx. Sweet-scented Bedstraw. 

Infrequent; similar to i• aEa~, but a perennial; aay -

Sept. Native. Desmo. 

4. Houstonia longifo1~~ Gaerthn. Long-Leaved SWllmer 

Perennial herb to 2.5dm. Infrequent; on dry open Bluets. 

rocky roadcuts with little or no maintenance. Capsular 

fruits release seeds 2mm in diameter; June - Aug• Native. 

Micro. 

1. 

Perennial 

woodlands. 

Scrophulariaceae 

Pedicularis canad~§ll L. Common Lousewort. 

herbs to 4d1n. Uncommon; ecotone species of 

Capsule releases seeds 2mm long,, when jarred by 

external. force; April - June. Native. Micro. 
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2. ~rbascum blattaria L. M.oth Mullein. Perennial herb 

to 1.Sm, exhibits mi.niaturization to 1.5dm. Frequent; on 

dry open slopes and shoulders, occasionally growing through 

cracks in pavement. Globose capsule 8mm in d.iameter 

releases seeds as capsule deteriorates or i.s crushed. 

Adequate shaking of pedicel by wind is required to shake 

seeds from capsule. With the wind strength insured seeds 

will be carrie<l some distance; May - Nov. Native to Eurasia. 

Micro. 

3. ~rbascum :tJ1aEsus L. Common Mulle.in. Biennial herb 

with spike rising to over 2m. Frequent; found on dry open 

slopes. Dispersal mechanism similar to y • .blattaria. . This 

mechanism provides a long 

broadcast (throughout the 

Eurasia. Micro. 

period of time for seeds to be 

winter); May - Oct. l~ative to 

~!:mU:~ - Speedwells. l'1ember:·s of this genus are, 

unless otherwise mentioned, low growing herbs of moist 

habitats. Fruits are flattened subcordate capsules 4mm long 

or less, containing seeds of less tu.an lmm in diameter. 

Capsules dehisce poorly and are more dependent on 

deterioration, destruction by treading, or maintenance 

operations for the release and dispersal of seeds. They are 

predominantly from Europe and have long periods of 
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flowering. 

4. yeroni~ arrensis L. 

annual radiating from taproot. 

Introduced from Europe. Micro. 

Corn Speedwell. Sprawling 

Frequent. April - Sept. 

5. ,!eronica iU.@9:alJ..i~guatic.s- L. Water Speedwell. 

Short-lived aquatic perennial to 1m, but usually less than 

3dm. Rare; p:i::-esent where there is standing water in 

ditches. May - Aug. Native to Europe. ~icro. 

6. v·eropi-s;..s. hederaefolia L. I v:y-Leaved Speedwell. 

Decumhent annual to 4dm, occasionally rooting at nodes. 

Infrequent. Mar. - Nay. Native to Europe. Micro. 

7. 

perennial 

Prequent. 

Europe. 

Veronics_ off icinalis L. Common Speedwell. creeping 

rooting at nodes, capable of forming mats. 

f'1aJ - Aug. Native, but also introduced :from 

l'licro. 

8. Veroni.£2: ,E£regrina L. Pursl.ane Speedwell. Erect 

annual to 3dm. Occasional. April - Oct. Native, spreading 

westward. Micro. 

Simbaroubaceae 
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1. Ailanthus altissims,, (Mill .. ) Swingle. Tree-of-

Heaven. Moderate sized deciduous tree to 20111 forming large 

clones by coppice growth. Common tree of roadside; on moist 

or dry slopes.. Dispersed by twisted winged mericarps 4cm by 

1cm; wel.l adapted for w-ind as well as rolling on smooth 

surfaces; May - June. Naturalized from China, now considered 

a nox.ious weed in urban and rural areas. Dispersing seects 

throughout summer, f:all, and winter. Ptero .. 

Solanaceae 

1. Physalis virqinia!!,2; Mill. Ground-Cherry .. 

Rhizomatous perennial herb to 3d1n. common; on any site 

where there i.s at least a moderate amount of disturbance 

without spraying. Berry 1cm in diameter, is enclosed in a 

persistant calyx which does not pose much o:f an obstacle for: 

voracious browsers. 

Sept. Native. Sarco. 

Seeds are dispersed internally; June -

2. Solanum. 9!.IQ.linense L. Horse-Nettle. Perennial. nerb 

to 6dm wi.th creeping rhizomes, but only occasional.ly forming 

clones. Frequent; found in areas 

disturbance, treading and main tenan.ce. 

subsequently dispersed by both. birds 

of maximum soil 

Berries eaten and 

and mammals. If 

berries are not eaten they dry, wither, and detoriorate, and 
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then can spread. by contamination; June - Sept. 

Sarco. 

Native. 

3. fil?lanum ~amara L. Bittersweet. Perennial woody 

climbing vine. Frequent; predominantly growing on fence 

rows. Red berry lcm in diameter, endozoochorously 

dispersed; May - Sept. Native to Europe. Sarco. 

Typhaceae 

1. Typha latifoJ.4:_~ L. Cat-'.l'ail. Rhizomatous perennials 

to 2m. Occasional; only found in ditches where standing 

water exists. Achene lmm long narrowly elliptic, encircled 

by numerous silky tricho:mes 1c.m long; Extre:raely effective 

for wi.nd dispersal; May - July. Native; fruits dispersing 

throughout the year. Pogon. 

Ulmaceae 

1. ~lruus EUmila Siberian Elm. Similar to Q. rubra. 

Planted. by the highway department, a practice now 

discontinued because of th.is species• susceptability to ice 

storm daIDage. M.a:r:. - April. Native to eastern As.ia. Ptero. 

2. ~!J!us f.fil2.£~ Muhl. Slippery Elm. Moderate-sized 
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tree, usually immature and less than Sm by the roadside. 

Occasional; a forest tree th.at does well on disturbed sites. 

Only found as an ecotone species or on old moist 

secondary road banks. Samara 1.Scm in diameter, 

completely surroundingthe fruit; Dispersing until 

summer; M.ar. - A.pril. Native. Ptero. 

Valerianaceae 

wooded 

a wing 

early 

1. Valerianella locusta (L.) Betcke. Corn salad. 

Annual, to 3dm. Inf reguent; on dry rocky open slopes. 

Dispersal. by contamination.; April - July. Native to Europe. 

Nicro. 

Verbenaceae 

1. VerheIH! 2im12lex Lehm. Vervain. Rhizoruatous 

perennial to Sdm. Uncommon; on slopes 1ttith littl.e mowing, 

no spraying, and rocky soils. seeds 3w.m long, spreading by 

chance; !"lay - Sept. Nativ·e. Micro .. 

Vitaceae 

1. fi!fthen2cissus quing_~tolia L. Planchon. Virginia 

Ci:eeper. Perennial woody vine. Occasional.; on roadside 
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fence rows and on woody vegeta.tion especially on forest 

edges. Drupes up to 8mm in diameter are probably eaten by 

birds; May - July. Native. Sarco. 
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ECOSYSTEl'lA.i~IC STUDIES ON ROADSIDE VEGETATION 

IN SOU'.r'HWESTER.bi VIRGDUA 

by 

Thomas c. Schmaltz 

(ABSTRACT) 

'l'hirty-t1m roadside sites throughout sev":m counti.es in 

southwestern Virginia were investigated with respect to life 

form, dispersal type and :tloristics. A floristic checklist 

of 274 species, 182 genera and 57 families was com.pi.led. 

Dispersal mechanism and life form were determined for each 

species. A statistical analysis was performed. (AtWV'A and 

MANOVA) to determine the relationships aniong life forllfl, 

dispersal type, a.nd environmental factors (road type, 

elevation, exposure, slope and surrounding vegetation). 

Frequencies o± life form and dispersal type were determined 

within and among sites. These frequencies were used to 

establish spectra and zonal. distributions of l.ife form and 

dispersal type. 

Natural histories, geographic spread and specific modes 

of dispersal are discussed in the floristic checklist. 

Family presence a1non9 roadtypes and species presence among· 

sites is examined. 

Dispersal type variation was found for the 

environmental. factors of roadtype, surrounding vegetation, 



and exposure. Roadt:ype was the most influential. factor. 

The dispersal l:.ypes most subject to variation were the wind 

{pogonochores 

(sarcochore and 

dispersal types 

and pterochores) and animal dispersed 

desmochore) groups. Distribution of 

within the site reveals: ''. animal 

dispersal becomes more important when the distance from. the 

road margin is increased; 2. diaspores that spread by 

contamination are more frequent near the road margin; 3. 

wind dispersed speci.es are less frequent near the road 

margin. 

The life f orni spectrum of 

percentage of therophyte and 

roadsides has a greater 

lesser percentage of 

phaneroph.:ytes than present in the sux.:rounding vegetation. 

The spectrum shows infreguen·t variati.on (statistical.ly 

significant) due to the environmental f:actor:s considered. 

Life form frequencies within sites shov annuals dmtJ.1nating 

near the road margin with phanerophytes and chamaephytes 

becoming more frequent and hemicryptophytes becoming 

dominant as distance from the road margin increases. 
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